
∠りヲ∠ヤｚダャや ヴ∠ゎや¬∠ヱ ∠りヲ∠ミｚゴャや ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ズ∇ガ∠Α ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヮｚヤャや ヴ∠ジ∠バ∠プ 

∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ラ∠ぺ ∇やヲ⊥ルヲ⊥ム∠Α ∠リ⌒ョ ∠リΑ⌒ギ∠わ∇ヰ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   

(It  is not  for the Mushrikin (polytheists), to maintain the Masj ids of Allah while they witness 
against  their own selves of disbelief. The works of such are in vain and in Fire shall they abide. 
The Masj ids of Allah shall be maintained only by those who believe in Allah and the Last  Day; 
perform the Salah, and give the Zakah and fear none but  Allah. It  is they who are on t rue 
guidance.) (9:17-18)  

and,  

ぴ⊥ユ⊥ワ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∇ユ⊥ミヱぁギ∠タ∠ヱ ⌒リ∠ハ ⌒ギ⌒イ∇ジ∠ヨ∇ャや ⌒ュや∠ゲ∠エ∇ャや 

∠ン∇ギ∠ヰ∇ャや∠ヱ ヲ⊥ム∇バ∠ョ⇔ゅプ ラ∠ぺ ∠ヒ⊥ヤ∇ら∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤ⌒エ∠ョ ∠Ι∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ∀メゅ∠ィ⌒ケ 

∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽぁョ ∀¬べ∠ジ⌒ル∠ヱ ∀ろ⇒∠レ⌒ョ∇ぽぁョ ∇ユｚャ ∇ユ⊥ワヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠ゎ ラ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ワヲ⊥ゃ∠ト∠ゎ 

∇ユム∠らΒ⌒ダ⊥わ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レあョ ∀りｚゲ∠バｚョ ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ピ⌒よ ∃ユ∇ヤ⌒ハ ∠モ⌒カ∇ギ⊥Βあャ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ヴ⌒プ 

⌒ヮ⌒わ∠ヨ∇ェ∠ケ リ∠ョ ⊥¬べ∠ゼ∠Α ∇ヲ∠ャ ∇やヲ⊥ヤｚΑ∠ゴ∠ゎ ゅ∠レ∇よｚグ∠バ∠ャ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ミ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ 

∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ⇔ゅよや∠グ∠ハ ⇔ゅヨΒ⌒ャ∠ぺび   

(They are the ones who disbelieved and hindered you from Al-Masj id-Al-Haram (at  Makkah) and 
detained the sacrif icial animals, from reaching their place of sacrif ice. Had there not  been 
believing men and believing women whom you did not  know, that  you may kill them and on 
whose account  a sin would have been commit ted by you without  (your) knowledge, that  Allah 
might  bring into His mercy whom He wills �  if  they (the believers and the disbelievers) had 
been apart , We verily, would have punished those of them who disbelieved with painful 
torment ) (48:25). Therefore, Allah said here,  

ぴゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ⊥ゲ⊥ヨ∇バ∠Α ∠ギ⌒イ⇒∠ジ∠ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∇リ∠ョ ∠リ∠ョや∠¬ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Β∇ャや∠ヱ 

⌒ゲ⌒カｘΙや ∠ュゅ∠ホ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠りヲ∠ヤｚダャや ヴ∠ゎや¬∠ヱ ∠りヲ∠ミｚゴャや ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ズ∇ガ∠Α ｚΙ⌒ま 

∠ヮｚヤャやび  

(The Masj ids of Allah shall be maintained only by those who believe in Allah and the Last  Day; 
perform the Salah, and give the Zakah and fear none but  Allah). Therefore, if  those believers 



who follow the virtues ment ioned in the Ayah were prevented from at tending the Masj id, then 
what  cause for dest ruct ion is worse than this Maintaining the Masj ids not  only means 
beaut ifying them, but  it  involves remembering Allah, establishing His Shari` ah in the Masj ids 
and purifying them from the f ilth of Shirk.  

The Good News that Islam shall prevail 

Allah said next ,  

ぴ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ゅ∠ョ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ラ∠ぺ べ∠ワヲ⊥ヤ⊥カ∇ギ∠Α ｚΙ⌒ま ∠リΒ⌒ヘ⌒もべ∠カび  

(It  was not  f it t ing that  such should themselves enter them (Allah's Masj ids) except  in fear).  

This Ayah means, "Do not  allow them - the disbelievers - to enter the Masj ids, except  to sat isfy 
the terms of an armist ice or a t reaty. '' When the Messenger of Allah conquered Makkah in 9 H, 
he commanded that  someone announce at  Mina, "After the current  year, no idolators shall 
perform Haj j ,  and no naked persons shall perform Tawaf around the House, except  for those 
who have a t reaty. In this case, the t reaty will be carried to the end of it s term.'' This Ayah 
supports the Ayah,  

ぴゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほΑ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ∠ラヲ⊥ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ヨ∇ャや ∀ザ∠イ∠ル ∠Κ∠プ 

∇やヲ⊥よ∠ゲ∇ボ∠Α ∠ギ⌒イ∇ジ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠ュや∠ゲ∠エ∇ャや ∠ギ∇バ∠よ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ョゅ∠ハ や∠グ⇒∠ワび  

(O you who believe! (in Allah's Oneness and in His Messenger Muhammad )! Verily, the 
Mushrikun (idolators) are Naj asun (impure). So let  them not  come near Al-Masj id-Al-Haram (at  
Makkah) after this year) (9:28).  

It  was also said that  this Ayah (2:114) carries the good news for the Muslims from Allah that  He 
will allow them to take over Al-Masj id Al-Haram and all the Masj ids and disgrace the idolators. 
Soon after, the Ayah indicated, no idolator shall enter the House, except  out  of fear of being 
seized or killed, unless he embraces Islam. Allah fulf il led this promise and later decreed that  
idolators not  be allowed to enter Al-Masj id Al-Haram. The Messenger of Allah stated that  no 
two religions should remain in the Arabian Peninsula, and the Jews and Christ ians should be 
expelled from it , all praise is due to Allah. All of these rulings ensure maintaining the honor of 
Al-Masj id Al-Haram and purifying the area where Allah sent  His Messenger to warn and bring 
good news to all of mankind, may Allah's peace and blessings be on him.  

This Ayah also described the disgrace that  the disbelievers earn in this life, and that  the 
punishment  comes in a form comparable to the deed. Just  as they prevented the believers 
from entering Al-Masj id Al-Haram, they were prevented from entering it  in turn. Just  as they 
expelled the believers from Makkah, they were in turn expelled from Makkah,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ∠ヱ ヴ⌒プ ⌒り∠ゲ⌒カｘΙや ∀ゆや∠グ∠ハ ∀ユΒ⌒ヌ∠ハび  



(and they will have a great  torment  in the Hereafter) because they breached the sanct ity of 
the House and brought  f ilth to it  by erect ing idols all around it ,  invoking other than Allah and 
performing Tawaf around it  while naked, etc.  

Here it  is worth ment ioning the Hadith about  seeking refuge from disgrace in this life and the 
torment  of the Hereafter. Imam Ahmad recorded that  Busr bin Artah said that  the Messenger of 
Allah used to supplicate,  

»ｚユ⊥ヰｚヤャや ∇リ⌒ジ∇ェ∠ぺ ∠レ∠わ∠ら⌒ホゅ∠ハゅ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ケヲ⊥ョ⊥ほ∇ャや ゅ∠ヰあヤ⊥ミ ゅ∠ル∇ゲ⌒ィ∠ぺ∠ヱ 

∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ヵ∇ゴ⌒カ ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ⌒ゆや∠グ∠ハ∠ヱ り∠ゲ⌒カべ∇ャや«  

(O Allah! Make our end bet ter in all affairs, and save us from disgrace in this life and the 
torment  of the Hereafter.)  

This Hadith is Hasan.  

ぴ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ∠ヱ ⊥ベ⌒ゲ∇ゼ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ャや∠ヱ⊥ゆ⌒ゲ∇ピ∠ヨ ゅ∠ヨ∠レ∇Α∠ほ∠プ ∇やヲぁャ∠ヲ⊥ゎ ｚユ∠ん∠プ ⊥ヮ∇ィ∠ヱ 

⌒ヮｚヤャや ｚラ⌒ま ∠ヮｚヤャや ∀ノ⌒シ∠ヱ ∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハび   

(115. And to Allah belong the east  and the west , so wherever you turn (yourselves or your 
faces) there is the Face of Allah (and He is High above, over His Throne). Surely, Allah is 
Suff icient  (for His creatures' needs), Knowing.)  

 

Facing the Qiblah (Direction of the Prayer) 

This ruling brought  comfort  to the Messenger of  Allah and his Companions, who were driven out  
of Makkah and had to depart  from the area of Al-Masj id Al-Haram. In Makkah, the Messenger of 
Allah used to pray in the direct ion of Bayt  Al-Maqdis, while the Ka` bah was between him and 
the Qiblah. When the Messenger migrated to Al-Madinah, he faced Bayt  Al-Maqdis for sixteen or 
seventeen months, and then Allah directed him to face Al-Ka` bah in prayer. This is why Allah 
said,  

ぴ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ∠ヱ ⊥ベ⌒ゲ∇ゼ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ゆ⌒ゲ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや∠ヱ ゅ∠ヨ∠レ∇Α∠ほ∠プ ∇やヲぁャ∠ヲ⊥ゎ ｚユ∠ん∠プ ⊥ヮ∇ィ∠ヱ 

⌒ヮｚヤャやび  

(And to Allah belong the east  and the west , so wherever you turn (yourselves or your faces) 
there is the Face of Allah (and He is High above, over His Throne)).  



` Ali bin Abi Talhah said that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "The f irst  part  of the Qur'an that  was abrogated 
was about  the Qiblah. When the Messenger of Allah migrated to Al-Madinah, which was 
inhabited by the Jews, he was at  f irst  commanded to face Bayt  Al-Maqdis. The Jews were 
happy, and the Messenger of Allah faced Bayt  Al-Maqdis for some ten months. However, the 
Messenger of Allah liked to face the Qiblah of Ibrahim (Al-Ka` bah at  Makkah), and he used to 
look to the sky and supplicate. So Allah revealed,  

ぴ∇ギ∠ホ ン∠ゲ∠ル ∠ょぁヤ∠ボ∠ゎ ∠マ⌒ヰ∇ィ∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ ⌒¬べ∠ヨｚジャやび  

(Verily, We have seen the turning of your (Muhammad's) face towards the heaven) unt il,   

ぴ∇やヲぁャ∠ヲ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ム∠ワヲ⊥ィ⊥ヱ ⊥ロ∠ゲ∇ト∠セび  

(turn your faces (in prayer) in that  direct ion) (2:144).  

The Jews were disturbed by this development  and said, ` What  made them change the direct ion 
of the Qiblah that  they used to face' Allah revealed,  

ぴモ⊥ホ ⌒ヮｚヤ∂ャ ⊥ベ⌒ゲ∇ゼ∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥ゆ⌒ゲ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや∠ヱび  

(Say (O Muhammad ): "To Allah belong both, east  and the west '') and,  

ぴゅ∠ヨ∠レ∇Α∠ほ∠プ ∇やヲぁャ∠ヲ⊥ゎ ｚユ∠ん∠プ ⊥ヮ∇ィ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャやび  

(So wherever you turn (yourselves or your faces) there is the Face of Allah (and He is High 
above, over His Throne)). ''  

` Ikrimah said that  Ibn ` Abbas said,  

ぴゅ∠ヨ∠レ∇Α∠ほ∠プ ∇やヲぁャ∠ヲ⊥ゎ ∠プｚユ∠ん ⊥ヮ∇ィ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャやび  

(So wherever you turn (yourselves or your faces) there is the Face of Allah (and He is High 
above, over His Throne)) means, "Allah's direct ion is wherever you face, east  or west . '' Muj ahid 
said that ,  

ぴゅ∠ヨ∠レ∇Α∠ほ∠プ ∇やヲぁャ∠ヲ⊥ゎ ｚユ∠ん∠プ ⊥ヮ∇ィ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャやび  

(So wherever you turn (yourselves or your faces) there is the Face of Allah (and He is High 
above, over His Throne))  



means, "Wherever you may be, you have a Qiblah to face, that  is, Al-Ka` bah.''  

However, it  was said that  Allah sent  down this Ayah before the order to face the Ka` bah. Ibn 
Jarir said, "Others said that  this Ayah was revealed to the Messenger of Allah permit t ing the 
one praying voluntary prayers to face wherever they wish in the east  or west , while t raveling, 
when in fear and when facing the enemy.'' For instance, Ibn ` Umar used to face whatever 
direct ion his animal was headed and proclaim that  the Messenger of Allah did the same, 
explaining the Ayah,  

ぴゅ∠ヨ∠レ∇Α∠ほ∠プ ∇やヲぁャ∠ヲ⊥ゎ ｚユ∠ん∠プ ⊥ヮ∇ィ∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャやび  

(So wherever you turn (yourselves or your faces) there is the Face of Allah). ''  

That  Hadith was also collected by Muslim, At -Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'i,  Ibn Abi Hat im, Ibn 
Marduwyah, and its origin is in the Two Sahihs from Ibn ` Umar and ` Amr bin Rabi` ah without  
ment ioning the Ayah. In his Sahih, Al-Bukhari recorded that  Nafi`  said that  whenever Ibn ` Umar 
was asked about  the prayer during t imes of fear, he used to describe it  and would then say, 
"When the sense of fear is worse than that , pray while standing, or while riding, whether facing 
the Qiblah or not . '' Nafi`  then said, "I think Ibn ` Umar ment ioned that  from the Prophet  . '' It  
was also said that  the Ayah was revealed about  those who are unable to f ind the correct  
direct ion of the Qiblah in the dark or due to cloudy skies and, thus, prayed in a direct ion other 
than the Qiblah by mistake. 

The Qiblah for the People of Al-Madinah is what is between the East 
and the West 

In his Tafsir of this Ayah (2:115), Al-Hafiz Ibn Marduwyah recorded that  Abu Hurayrah said that  
the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ョ ∠リ∇Β∠よ ⌒ベ⌒ゲ∇ゼ∠ヨ∇ャや ⌒ゆ⌒ゲ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや∠ヱ ∀る∠ヤ∇ら⌒ホ ⌒モ∇ワ∠ほ⌒ャ ⌒る∠レΑ⌒ギ∠ヨ∇ャや 

⌒モ∇ワ∠ぺ∠ヱ ⌒ュゅｚゼャや ⌒モ∇ワ∠ぺ∠ヱ ベや∠ゲ⌒バ∇ャや«  

(What  is between the east  and the west  is the Qiblah for the people of Al-Madinah, Ash-Sham 
and ` Iraq.)  

At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Maj ah recorded this Hadith with the wording,  

»ゅ∠ョ ∠リ∇Β∠よ ⌒ベ⌒ゲ∇ゼ∠ヨ∇ャや ⌒ゆ⌒ゲ∇ピ∠ヨ∇ャや∠ヱ る∠ヤ∇ら⌒ホ«  

(What  is between the east  and the west  is a Qiblah.)  

Ibn Jarir said, "The meaning of Allah's statement ;  



ぴｚラ⌒ま ∠ヮｚヤャや ∀ノ⌒シ∠ヱ ∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハび  

(Surely, Allah is Suff icient  (for His creatures' needs), Knowing) is that  Allah encompasses all His 
Creat ion by providing them with suff icient  needs and by His generosity and favor. His 
statement ,  

ぴ∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハび  

(Knowing) means He is knowledgeable of their deeds and nothing escapes His watch, nor is He 
unaware of anything. Rather, His knowledge encompasses everything. ''  

ぴ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ∠ヱ ∠グ∠ガｚゎや ⊥ヮｚヤャや や⇔ギ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠レ⇒∠エ∇ら⊥シ モ∠よ ⊥ヮｚャ ゅ∠ョ ヶ⌒プ 

⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ｘモ⊥ミ ⊥ヮｚャ ∠ラヲ⊥わ⌒レ⇒∠ホ - ⊥ノΑ⌒ギ∠よ 

⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱ ヴ∠ツ∠ホ や⇔ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒み∠プ ヲ⊥ボ∠Α⊥メ 
⊥ヮ∠ャ ∇リ⊥ミ ⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠Β∠プび   

(116. And they (Jews, Christ ians and pagans) say: Allah has begot ten a son (children or 
offspring). Glory is to Him (Exalted is He above all that  they associate with Him). Nay, to Him 
belongs all that  is in the heavens and on earth, and all are Qanitun to Him.) (117. The 
Originator of the heavens and the earth. When He decrees a mat ter, He only says to it :  "Be! �  
and it  is.) 

Refuting the Claim that Allah has begotten a Son 

This and the following Ayat  refute the Christ ians, may Allah curse them, and their like among 
the Jews and the Arab idolators, who claimed that  the angels are Allah's daughters. Allah 
refuted all of them in their claim that  He had begot ten a son. Allah said,  

ぴ⊥ヮ∠レ⇒∠エ∇ら⊥シび  

(Glory is to Him.)  

meaning, He is holier and more perfect  than such claim;  

ぴモ∠よ ⊥ヮｚャ ゅ∠ョ ヶ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱび  



(Nay, to Him belongs all that  is in the heavens and on earth,) meaning, the t ruth is not  as the 
disbelievers claimed, rather, Allah's is the kingdom of the heavens and earth and whatever and 
whoever is in, on and between them. Allah is the Supreme Authority in the heavens and earth, 
and He is the Creator, Provider and Sustainer Who decides all the affairs of the creat ion as He 
wills. All creatures are Allah's servants and are owned by Him. Therefore, how could one of 
them be His son The son of any being is born out  of two comparable beings. Allah has no equal 
or rival sharing His grace and greatness, so how can He have a son when He has no wife Allah 
said,  

ぴ⊥ノΑ⌒ギ∠よ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ヴｚル∠ぺ ⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∀ギ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ 

∇リ⊥ム∠ゎ ⊥ヮｚャ ∀る∠ら⌒エ⇒∠タ ∠ペ∠ヤ∠カ∠ヱ ｚモ⊥ミ ∃¬∇ヴ∠セ ∠ヲ⊥ワヱ あモ⊥ム⌒よ ∃¬∇ヴ∠セ 

∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハび   

(He is the Originator of the heavens and the earth. How can He have children when He has no 
wife He created all things and He is the Knower of everything) (6:101).  

ぴ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ∠ヱ ∠グ∠ガｚゎや ⊥リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⇔やギ∠ャ∠ヱ - ∇ギ∠ボ∠ャ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ゃ⌒ィ ⇔ゅゃ∇Β∠セ ⇔や∂キ⌒ま - 

⊥キゅ∠ム∠ゎ ⊥れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ∠ラ∇ゲｚト∠ヘ∠わ∠Α ⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ぁペ∠ゼレ∠ゎ∠ヱ ⊥チ∇ケｘΙや 

ぁゲ⌒ガ∠ゎ∠ヱ ⊥メゅ∠ら⌒イ∇ャや ⇔や∂ギ∠ワ - ラ∠ぺ や∇ヲ∠ハ∠キ ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲヤ⌒ャ ⇔やギ∠ャ∠ヱ - 

ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ヴ⌒ピ∠らレ∠Α ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲヤ⌒ャ ラ∠ぺ ∠グ⌒ガｚわ∠Α ⇔やギ∠ャ∠ヱ - ラ⌒ま ぁモ⊥ミ リ∠ョ 

ヴ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ｚΙ⌒ま ヴ⌒ゎへ ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ⇔やギ∇ら∠ハ - 

∇ギ∠ボｚャ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠ダ∇ェ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ワｚギ∠ハ∠ヱ ⇔や∂ギ∠ハ - ∇ユ⊥ヰぁヤ⊥ミ∠ヱ ⌒ヮΒ⌒ゎや∠¬ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α 

⌒る∠ヨ⇒∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ⇔やキ∇ゲ∠プび   

(And they say: "The Most  Gracious (Allah) has begot ten a son (offspring or children). '' Indeed 
you have brought  forth (said) a terrible evil thing. Whereby the heavens are almost  torn, and 
the earth is split  asunder, and the mountains fall in ruins. That  they ascribe a son (or offspring 
or children) to the Most  Gracious (Allah). But  it  is not  suitable for (the majesty of) the Most  
Gracious (Allah) that  He should beget  a son (or offspring or children). There is none in the 
heavens and the earth but  comes unto the Most  Gracious (Allah) as a servant . Verily, He knows 
each one of them, and has counted them a full count ing. And everyone of them will come to 
Him alone on the Day of Resurrect ion (without  any helper, or protector or defender)) (19:88-
95), and,  



ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ∠ヲ⊥ワ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∀ギ∠ェ∠ぺ - ｚヤャや⊥ヮ ⊥ギ∠ヨｚダャや - ∇ユ∠ャ ∇ギ⌒ヤ∠Α ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇ギ∠ャヲ⊥Α 

- ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇リ⊥ム∠Α ⊥ヮｚャ ⇔やヲ⊥ヘ⊥ミ ∀ギ∠ェ∠ぺび   

(Say: "He is Allah (the) One, Allah the Samad (the Self- Suff icent , upon whom all depend), He 
begets not , nor was He begot ten, and there is none comparable to Him.'') (112).  

In these Ayat , Allah stated that  He is the Supreme Master Whom there is no equal or rival, 
everything and everyone was created by Him, so how can He have a son from among them This 
is why, in the Tafsir of this Ayah, Al-Bukhari recorded that  Ibn ` Abbas said that  the Prophet  
said,  

»∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ぶや ヴ∠ャゅ∠バ∠ゎ :ヶ⌒レ∠よ∂グ∠ミ ⊥リ∇よや ∠ュ∠キへ ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇リ⊥ム∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∩∠マ⌒ャク 

ヶ⌒レ∠ヨ∠わ∠セ∠ヱ ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇リ⊥ム∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∩∠マ⌒ャク ゅｚョ∠ほ∠プ ⊥ヮ⊥らΑ⌒グ∇ム∠ゎ ∠ヵゅｚΑ⌒ま 

⊥ユ⊥ハ∇ゴ∠Β∠プ ヶあル∠ぺ ゅ∠ャ ⊥ケ⌒ギ∇ホ∠ぺ ∇ラ∠ぺ ⊥ロ∠ギΒ⌒ハ⊥ぺ ゅ∠ヨ∠ミ ∩∠ラゅ∠ミ ゅｚョ∠ぺ∠ヱ 

⊥ヮ⊥ヨ∇わ∠セ ∠ヵゅｚΑ⌒ま ⊥ヮ⊥ャ∇ヲ∠ボ∠プ ヶ⌒ャ や⇔ギ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠エ∇ら⊥ジ∠プヶ⌒ルゅ ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠グ⌒ガｚゎ∠ぺ 

⇔る∠ら⌒ェゅ∠タ ∇ヱ∠ぺ や⇔ギ∠ャ∠ヱ«  

(Allah said, ` The son of Adam has denied Me, and that  is not  his right . He has insulted Me, and 
that  is not  his right . As for the denial of Me, he claimed that  I am unable to bring him back as 
he used to be (resurrect  him). As for his insult ing Me, he claimed that  I have a son. All praise is 
due to Me, it  is unbefit t ing that  I should have a wife or a son.')  

This Hadith was recorded by Al-Bukhari.   

It  is recorded in the Two Sahihs that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ャ ∠ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ⊥ゲ∠ら∇タ∠ぺ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ン⇔ク∠ぺ ⊥ヮ∠バ⌒ヨ∠シ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ぶや :∇ユ⊥ヰｚル⌒ま 

∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠バ∇イ∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ャ や⇔ギ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ヲ⊥ワ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ホ⊥コ∇ゲ∠Α ユ⌒ヰΒ⌒プゅ∠バ⊥Α∠ヱ«  

e(No one is more pat ient  when hearing an insult  than Allah. They at t ribute a son to Him, yet  
He st il l gives them sustanence and health.) 

Everything is within Allah's Grasp 

Allah said,  



ぴｘモ⊥ミ ⊥ヮｚャ ∠ラヲ⊥わ⌒レ⇒∠ホび  

(all are Qanitun to Him).  

Ibn Abi Hat im said that  Abu Sa` id Al-Ashaj  informed them that  Asbat  informed them from 
Mutarrif ,  from ` At iyah, from Ibn ` Abbas who said that ,  

ぴ⌒レ⇒∠ホ∠リΒ⌒わび  

(Qant in) (2:238) means, they pray to Him. ` Ikrimah and Abu Malik also said that ,  

ぴｘモ⊥ミ ⊥ヮｚャ ∠ラヲ⊥わ⌒レ⇒∠ホび  

(and all are Qanitun to Him.) means, bound to Him in servitude to Him. Sa` id bin Jubayr said 
that  Qanitun is sincerity. Ar-Rabi`  bin Anas said that ,  

ぴｘモ⊥ミ ⊥ヮｚャ ∠ラヲ⊥わ⌒レ⇒∠ホび  

(all are Qanitun to Him.) means, "Standing up - before Him - on the Day of Resurrect ion. '' Also, 
As-Suddi said that ,  

ぴｘモ⊥ミ ⊥ヮｚャ ∠ラヲ⊥わ⌒レ⇒∠ホび  

(and all are Qanitun to Him.) means, "Obedient  on the Day of Resurrect ion. '' Khasif  said that  
Muj ahid said that ,  

ぴｘモ⊥ミ ⊥ヮｚャ ∠ラヲ⊥わ⌒レ⇒∠ホび  

(and all are Qanitun to Him. ) means, "Obedient . He says, ` Be a human' and he becomes a 
human.'' He also said, "(Allah says,) ` Be a donkey' and it  becomes a donkey. '' Also, Ibn Abi Naj ih 
said that  Muj ahid said that ,  

ぴｘモ⊥ミ ⊥ヮｚャ ∠ラヲ⊥わ⌒レ⇒∠ホび  

(and all are Qanitun to Him.) means, obedient . Muj ahid also said, "The obedience of the 
disbeliever occurs when his shadow prost rates, while he hates that . '' Muj ahid's statement , 
which Ibn Jarir preferred, combines all the meanings, and that  is that  Qunut  means obedience 
and submission to Allah. There are two categories of Qunut : legislated and dest ined, for Allah 
said,  



ぴ⌒ヮｚヤャ∠ヱ ⊥ギ⊥イ∇ジ∠Α リ∠ョ ヴ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ゅ⇔ハ∇ヲ∠デ 

ゅ⇔ワ∇ゲ∠ミ∠ヱ ユ⊥ヰ⊥ヤ⇒∠ヤ⌒ニ∠ヱ ∇ャゅ⌒よあヱ⊥ギ⊥ピ ⌒メゅ∠タｘΙや∠ヱび   

(And unto Allah (alone) falls in prost rat ion whoever is in the heavens and the earth, will ingly or 
unwillingly, and so do their shadows in the mornings and in the (late) afternoons) (13:15).  

The Meaning of Bad ®299� " 

Allah said,  

ぴ⊥ノΑ⌒ギ∠よ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱび  

(The Badi`  (Originator) of the heavens and the earth.) which means, He created them when 
nothing resembling them existed. Muj ahid and As-Suddi said that  this is the linguist ic meaning, 
for all new mat ters are called Bid` ah. Muslim recorded the Messenger of Allah saying,  

»ｚラ⌒み∠プ ｚモ⊥ミ ∃る∠を∠ギ∇エ⊥ョ る∠ハ∇ギ⌒よ«  

(. . .every innovat ion (in religion) is a Bid` ah.)  

There are two types of Bid` ah, religious, as ment ioned in the Hadith:  

»ｚラ⌒み∠プ ｚモ⊥ミ ∃る∠を∠ギ∇エ⊥ョ ∀る∠ハ∇ギ⌒よ ｚモ⊥ミ∠ヱ ∠ハ∇ギ⌒よ∃る る∠ャゅ∠ヤ∠ッ«  

(. . .every innovat ion is a Bid` ah and every Bid` ah is heresy.)  

And there is a linguist ic Bid` ah, such as the statement  of the Leader of the faithful ` Umar bin 
Al-Khat tab when he gathered the Muslims to pray the Tarawih prayer in congregat ion (which 
was also an earlier pract ice of the Prophet  ) and said, "What  a good Bid` ah this is. ''  

Ibn Jarir said, "Thus the meaning of the Ayat  (2:116-117) becomes, ` Allah is far more glorious 
than to have had a son, for He is the Owner of everything that  is in the heavens and earth. All 
test ify to His Oneness and to their submissiveness to Him. He is their Creator and Maker. 
Without  created precedence, He shaped the creatures in their current  shapes. Allah also bears 
witness to His servants that  Jesus, who some claimed to be Allah's son, is among those who 
test ify to His Oneness. Allah stated that  He created the heavens and earth out  of nothing and 
without  precedent . Likewise, He created Jesus, the Messiah, with His power and without  a 
father. '' This explanat ion from Ibn Jarir,  may Allah have mercy upon him, is very good and 
correct .  

Allah said,  



ぴや∠ク⌒ま∠ヱ ヴ∠ツ∠ホ や⇔ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒み∠プ ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∇リ⊥ミ ⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠Β∠プび  

(When He decrees a mat ter, He only says to it  :  "Be! �  and it  is.) thus, demonst rat ing His 
perfect ly complete ability and t remendous authority; if  He decides a mat ter, He merely orders 
it  to, ` Be' and it  comes into existence. Similarly, Allah said,  

ぴべ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ⊥ロ⊥ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ へ∠ク⌒ま ∠キや∠ケ∠ぺ ⇔ゅゃ∇Β∠セ ラ∠ぺ ∠メヲ⊥ボ∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ャ リ⊥ミ ⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠Β∠プび   

(Verily, His command, when He intends a thing, is only that  He says to it ,  "Be! �  and it  is.) 
(36:82),  

ぴゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ゅ∠レ⊥ャ∇ヲ∠ホ ∃¬∇ヴ∠ゼ⌒ャ へ∠ク⌒ま ⊥ロゅ∠ル∇キ∠ケ∠ぺ ラ∠ぺ ∠メヲ⊥ボｚル ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∇リ⊥ミ 

⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠Β∠プび   

(Verily, Our Word unto a thing when We intend it , is only that  We say unto it :  "Be! �  and it  is.) 
(16:40) and,  

ぴべ∠ョ∠ヱ べ∠ル⊥ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ ｚΙ⌒ま ∀り∠ギ⌒ェ∠ヱ ∃ウ∇ヨ∠ヤ∠ミ ⌒ゲ∠ダ∠ら∇ャゅ⌒よび   

(And Our commandment  is but  one as the twinkling of an eye) (54:50)  

So Allah informed us that  He created Jesus by merely saying, "Be!'' and he was, as Allah willed:  

ぴｚラ⌒ま ∠モ∠ん∠ョ ヴ∠ジΒ⌒ハ ∠ギレ⌒ハ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⌒モ∠ん∠ヨ∠ミ ∠ュ∠キや∠¬ ⊥ヮ∠ボ∠ヤ∠カ リ⌒ョ 

∃ゆや∠ゲ⊥ゎ ｚユ⊥を ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ヮ∠ャ リ⊥ミ ⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠Β∠プび   

(Verily, the likeness of ` Isa (Jesus) before Allah is the likeness of Adam. He created him from 
dust , then (He) said to him: "Be! �  and he was) (3:59).  

ぴ∠メゅ∠ホ∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α ∠Ι∇ヲ∠ャ ゅ∠レ⊥ヨあヤ∠ム⊥Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∇ヱ∠ぺ べ∠レΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ 

∀る∠Αや∠¬ ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⌒グｚャや∠リΑ リ⌒ョ ユ⌒ヰ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ ∠モ∇んあョ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ャ∇ヲ∠ホ 

∇ろ∠ヰ∠ら⇒∠ゼ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥よヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホ ∇ギ∠ホ ゅｚレｚΒ∠よ ⌒ろ⇒∠ΑΓや ∃ュ∇ヲ∠ボ⌒ャ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ホヲ⊥Αび   



(118. And those who have no knowledge say: "Why does not  Allah speak to us (face to face) or 
why does not  a sign come to us'' So said the people before them words of similar import . Their 
hearts are alike, We have indeed made plain the signs for people who believe with certainty.)  

Muhammad bin Ishaq reported that  Ibn ` Abbas said that  Rafi`  bin Huraymilah said to the 
Messenger of Allah , "O Muhammad! If  you were t ruly a Messenger from Allah, as you claim, 
then ask Allah to speak to us direct ly, so that  we hear His Speech.'' So Allah revealed,  

ぴ∠メゅ∠ホ∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α ∠Ι∇ヲ∠ャ ゅ∠レ⊥ヨあヤ∠ム⊥Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∇ヱ∠ぺ べ∠レΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ 

∀る∠Αや∠¬び  

(And those who have no knowledge say: "Why does not  Allah speak to us (face to face) or why 
does not  a sign come to us'')  

Abu Al-` Aliyah, Ar-Rabi`  bin Anas, Qatadah and As-Suddi said that  it  was actually the 
statement  of the Arab disbelievers:  

ぴ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミ ∠メゅ∠ホ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや リ⌒ョ ユ⌒ヰ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ ∠モ∇んあョ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ャ∇ヲ∠ホび  

(So said the people before them words of similar import . ) He said, "These are the Jews and the 
Christ ians. ''  

What  further proves that  the Arab idolators said the statement  ment ioned in the Ayah is that  
Allah said,  

ぴや∠ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇ゎ∠¬べ∠ィ ∀る∠Αや∠¬ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ リ∠ャ ∠リ⌒ョ∇ぽぁル ヴｚわ∠ェ ヴ∠ゎ∇ぽ⊥ル 

∠モ∇ん⌒ョ べ∠ョ ∠ヴ⌒ゎヱ⊥ぺ ⊥モ⊥シ⊥ケ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ぺ ⊥ゑ∇Β∠ェ ⊥モ∠バ∇イ∠Α 

⊥ヮ∠わ∠ャゅ∠シ⌒ケ ⊥ょΒ⌒ダ⊥Β∠シ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥ョ∠ゲ∇ィ∠ぺ ∀ケゅ∠ピ∠タ ∠ギレ⌒ハ ⌒ヮｚヤャや 

∀ゆや∠グ∠ハ∠ヱ ∀ギΑ⌒ギ∠セ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ム∇ヨ∠Αび   

(And when there comes to them a sign (from Allah) they say: "We shall not  believe unt il we 
receive the like of that  which the Messengers of  Allah had received.'' Allah knows best  with 
whom to place His Message. Humiliat ion and disgrace from Allah and a severe torment  will 
overtake the criminals (polytheists and sinners) for that  which they used to plot .) (6:124) and  



ぴ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ∠ヱ リ∠ャ ∠リ⌒ョ∇ぽぁル ∠マ∠ャ ヴｚわ∠ェ ∠ゲ⊥イ∇ヘ∠ゎ ∠ャゅ∠レ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや 

ゅ⇔ハヲ⊥ら∇レ∠Αび   

(And they say: "We shall not  believe in you (O Muhammad ), unt il you cause a spring to gush 
forth from the earth for us) unt il,   

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ∠リ⇒∠エ∇ら⊥シ ヴあよ∠ケ ∇モ∠ワ ⊥ろレ⊥ミ ｚΙ∠ま や⇔ゲ∠ゼ∠よ ⇔Ιヲ⊥シｚケび  

(Say (O Muhammad ): "Glorif ied (and Exalted) be my Lord � (Allah) above all that  evil they 
(polytheists) associate with Him� ! Am I anything but  a man, sent  as a Messenger'') (17:90-93) 
and,  

ぴ∠メゅ∠ホ∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥ィ∇ゲ∠Α ゅ∠ル∠¬べ∠ボ⌒ャ ∠Ι∇ヲ∠ャ ∠メ⌒ゴル⊥ぺ ゅ∠レ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ 

⊥る∠ム⌒ゃ⇒∠ヤ∠ヨ∇ャや ∇ヱ∠ぺ ン∠ゲ∠ル ∠ケゅ∠レｚよび  

(And those who expect  not  a meet ing with Us (i.  e. those who deny the Day of Resurrect ion and 
the life of the Hereafter) said: "Why are not  the angels sent  down to us, or why do we not  see 
our Lord'') (25:21) and,  

ぴ∇モ∠よ ⊥ギΑ⌒ゲ⊥Α ぁモ⊥ミ ∃¬ン⌒ゲ∇ョや あョ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ ラ∠ぺ ヴ∠ゎ∇ぽ⊥Α ⇔ゅヘ⊥エ⊥タ 

⇔り∠ゲｚゼ∠レぁョび   

(Nay, everyone of them desires that  he should be given pages spread out ) (74:52).  

There are many other Ayat  that  test ify to the disbelief of the Arab idolators, their 
t ransgression, stubbornness, and that  they asked unnecessary quest ions out  of disbelief and 
arrogance. The statements of the Arab idolators followed the statements of the nat ions of the 
People of the Two Scriptures and other religions before them. Allah said,  

ぴ∠マ⊥ャ∠ほ∇ジ∠Α ⊥モ∇ワ∠ぺ ⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ラ∠ぺ あゴ∠レ⊥ゎ∠メ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⇔ゅら⇒∠わ⌒ミ ∠リあョ 

⌒¬べ∠ヨｚジャや ∇ギ∠ボ∠プ ∇やヲ⊥ャ∠ほ∠シ ヴ∠シヲ⊥ョ ∠ゲ∠ら∇ミ∠ぺ リ⌒ョ ∠マ⌒ャク ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ボ∠プ 

ゅ∠ル⌒ケ∠ぺ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⇔り∠ゲ∇ヰ∠ィび  



(The People of the Scripture (Jews) ask you to cause a book to descend upon them from 
heaven. Indeed, they asked Musa (Moses) for even greater than that , when they said: "Show us 
Allah in public, '') (4:153) and,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ヤ⊥ホ ヴ∠シヲ⊥ヨ⇒∠Α リ∠ャ ∠リ⌒ョ∇ぽぁル ∠マ∠ャ ヴｚわ∠ェ ン∠ゲ∠ル ∠ヮｚヤャや 

⇔り∠ゲ∇ヰ∠ィび  

(And (remember) when you said: "O Musa! We shall never believe in you unt il we see Allah 
plainly. '') (2:55).  

Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∇ろ∠ヰ∠ら⇒∠ゼ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥よヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホび  

(Their hearts are alike. ) means, the hearts of the Arab idolators are j ust  like the hearts of 
those before them, containing disbelief, stubbornness and inj ust ice. Similarly, Allah said,  

ぴ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミ べ∠ョ ヴ∠ゎ∠ぺ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや リ⌒ョ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ リあョ ∃メヲ⊥シｚケ ｚΙ⌒ま 

∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ ∀ゲ⌒エ⇒∠シ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∀ラヲ⊥レ∇イ∠ョ ∇や∇ヲ∠タや∠ヲ∠ゎ∠ぺ ⌒ヮ⌒よび  

(Likewise, no Messenger came to those before them but  they said: "A sorcerer or a madman!'' 
Have they (the people of the past ) t ransmit ted this saying to these (Quraysh pagans)) (51:52-
53).  

Allah said next ,  

ぴ∇ギ∠ホ ゅｚレｚΒ∠よ ⌒ろ⇒∠ΑΓや ∃ュ∇ヲ∠ボ⌒ャ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ホヲ⊥Αび  

(We have indeed made plain the signs for people who believe with certainty.) meaning, We 
made the arguments clear, prooving the t ruth of the Messengers, with no need of more 
quest ions or proofs for those who believe, follow the Messengers and comprehend what  Allah 
sent  them with. As for those whose hearts and hearing Allah has stamped and whose eyes have 
been sealed, Allah described them:  

ぴｚラ⌒ま ｚャや∠リΑ⌒グ ∇ろｚボ∠ェ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ ∠マあよ∠ケ ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α - 

∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇ゎ∠¬べ∠ィ ぁモ⊥ミ ∃る∠Αや¬ ヴｚわ∠ェ ∇や⊥ヱ∠ゲ∠Α ∠ゆや∠グ∠バ∇ャや ∠ユΒ⌒ャｘΙやび   



(Truly, those, against  whom the Word (wrath) of your Lord has been j ust if ied, will not  believe. 
Even if  every sign should come to them, unt il they see the painful torment ) (10:96-97).  

ぴゅｚル⌒ま ∠マ⇒∠レ∇ヤ∠シ∇ケ∠ぺ あペ∠エ∇ャゅ⌒よ や⇔ゲΒ⌒ゼ∠よ や⇔ゲΑ⌒グ∠ル∠ヱ ∠Ι∠ヱ ⊥モ∠⇒∇ジ⊥ゎ ∇リ∠ハ 

⌒ょ⇒∠エ∇タ∠ぺ ⌒ユΒ⌒エ∠イ∇ャやび   

(119. Verily, We have sent  you (O Muhammad ) with the t ruth (Islam), a bringer of glad t idings 
(for those who believe in what  you brought , that  they will enter Paradise) and a warner (for 
those who disbelieve in what  you brought , that  they will enter the Hellf ire). And you will not  
be asked about  the dwellers of the blazing Fire.)  

Allah's statement ;  

ぴ∠Ι∠ヱ ⊥モ∠⇒∇ジ⊥ゎ ∇リ∠ハ ⌒ょ⇒∠エ∇タ∠ぺ ⌒ユΒ⌒エ∠イ∇ャやび  

(And you will not  be asked about  the dwellers of  the blazing Fire.) means, "We shall not  ask you 
about  the disbelief of those who rej ected you.'' Similarly, Allah said,  

ぴゅ∠ヨｚル⌒み∠プ ∠マ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥ヒ⇒∠ヤ∠ら∇ャや ∠レ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ∠ヱゅ ⊥ゆゅ∠ジ⌒エ∇ャやび  

(Your duty is only to convey (the Message) and on Us is the reckoning.) (13:40)  

ぴ∇ゲあミ∠グ∠プ べ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ ∀ゲあミ∠グ⊥ョ - ∠ろ∇ジｚャ ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∃ゲ⌒ト∇Β∠ジ⊥ヨ⌒よび   

(So remind them (O Muhammad ) �  you are only one who reminds. You are not  a dictator over 
them.)(88:21-22) and,  

ぴ⊥リ∇エｚル ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α べ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ろル∠ぺ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∃ケゅｚら∠イ⌒よ 

∇ゲあミ∠グ∠プ ⌒ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャゅ⌒よ リ∠ョ ⊥フゅ∠ガ∠Α ⌒ギΒ⌒ハ∠ヱび   

(We know best  what  they say. And you (O Muhammad ) are not  the one to force them (to 
belief).  But  warn by the Qur'an; him who fears My threat ) (50:45).  

There are many other similar Ayat .  

 

The Description of the Prophet in the Tawrah 



Imam Ahmad recorded ` Ata' bin Yasar saying that  he met  ` Abdullah bin ` Amr bin Al-` As and 
said to him, "Tell me about  the descript ion of the Messenger of Allah in the Torah. '' He said, 
"Yes, by Allah, he is described by the Torah with the same characterist ics that  he is described 
with in the Qur'an with: ` O Prophet ! We have sent  you as a witness, a bringer of good news, a 
warner, and as safe refuge for the unlet tered people. You are My servant  and Messenger. I have 
called you the Mutawakkil (who depends and relies on Allah for each and everything). You are 
not  harsh, nor hard, nor obnoxious in the bazaars. He does not  reward the evil deed with an 
evil deed. Rather, he forgives and pardons. Allah will not  bring his life to an end, unt il he 
st raightens the wicked's religion by his hands so that  the people proclaim: There is no deity 
worthy of worship except  Allah. By his hands, Allah will open blind eyes, deaf ears and sealed 
hearts. ''' This was recorded by Al-Bukhari only.  

ぴリ∠ャ∠ヱ ヴ∠ッ∇ゲ∠ゎ ∠マレ∠ハ ⊥キヲ⊥ヰ∠Β∇ャや ∠Ι∠ヱ ン∠ゲ⇒∠ダｚレャや ヴｚわ∠ェ 

∠ノ⌒らｚわ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠わｚヤ⌒ョ ∇モ⊥ホ ｚラ⌒ま ン∠ギ⊥ワ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∠ヲ⊥ワ ン∠ギ⊥ヰ∇ャや ⌒リ⌒ゃ∠ャ∠ヱ 

∠ろ∇バ∠らｚゎや ユ⊥ワ∠¬へ∠ヲ∇ワ∠ぺ ∠ギ∇バ∠よ ヵ⌒グｚャや ∠ポ∠¬べ∠ィ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ユ∇ヤ⌒バ∇ャや ゅ∠ョ ∠マ∠ャ 

∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや リ⌒ョ ｙヶ⌒ャ∠ヱ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∃ゲΒ⌒ダ∠ル - ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ⊥ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠レ∇Β∠ゎへ 

∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ⊥ヮ∠ルヲ⊥ヤ∇わ∠Α ｚペ∠ェ ⌒ヮ⌒ゎ∠ヱ∠Κ⌒ゎ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ⌒ヮ⌒よ 

リョ∠ヱ ∇ゲ⊥ヘ∇ム∠Α ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ほ∠プ ⊥ユ⊥ワ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒ジ⇒∠ガ∇ャやび   

(120. Never will the Jews nor the Christ ians be pleased with you (O Muhammad ) t il l you follow 
their religion. Say: "Verily, the guidance of Allah (i.e. Islamic Monotheism) that  is the (only) 
guidance. And if  you (O Muhammad ) were to follow their (Jews and Christ ians) desires after 
what  you have received of Knowledge (i.e. the Qur'an), then you would have against  Allah 
neither any Wali (protector or guardian) nor any helper.) (121. Those to whom we gave the 
Book recite it  as it  should be recited (Yat lunahu Haqqa Tilawat ihi) they are the ones who 
believe therein. And whoso disbelieve in it ,  those are they who are the losers.) Ibn Jarir said, 
"Allah said,  

ぴリ∠ャ∠ヱ ヴ∠ッ∇ゲ∠ゎ ∠マレ∠ハ ⊥キヲ⊥ヰ∠Β∇ャや ∠Ι∠ヱ ン∠ゲ⇒∠ダｚレャや ヴｚわ∠ェ 

∠ノ⌒らｚわ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠わｚヤ⌒ョび  

(Never will the Jews nor the Christ ians be pleased with you (O Muhammad ) t il l you follow their 
religion.) meaning, ` The Jews and the Christ ians will never be happy with you, O Muhammad! 
Therefore, do not  seek what  pleases or appeases them, and st ick to what  pleases Allah by 
calling them to the t ruth that  Allah sent  you with. ' Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ｚラ⌒ま ン∠ギ⊥ワ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∠ヲ⊥ワ ン∠ギ⊥ヰ∇ャやび  



(Say: "Verily, the guidance of Allah (i.e. Islamic Monotheism) that  is the (only) guidance'') 
emeans, ` Say, O Muhammad , the guidance of Allah that  He sent  me with is the t rue guidance, 
meaning the st raight , perfect  and comprehensive religion. ''' Qatadah said that  Allah's 
statement ,  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ｚラ⌒ま ン∠ギ⊥ワ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∠ヲ⊥ワ ン∠ギ⊥ヰ∇ャやび  

(Say: "Verily, the guidance of Allah (i.e. Islamic Monotheism) that  is the (only) guidance) is, "A 
t rue argument  that  Allah taught  Muhammad and his Companions and which they used against  
the people of misguidance.'' Qatadah said, "We were told that  the Messenger of Allah used to 
say,  

»ゅ∠ャ ⊥メや∠ゴ∠ゎ ∀る∠ヘ⌒もゅ∠デ ∇リ⌒ョ ヶ⌒わｚョ⊥ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ゎゅ∠ボ⊥Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ あペ∠エ∇ャや 

∩∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒ワゅ∠ニ ゅ∠ャ ∇ユ⊥ワぁゲ⊥ツ∠Α ∇リ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ヘ∠ャゅ∠カ ｚわ∠ェヴ ∠ヶ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ⊥ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ 

ぶや«  

(There will always be a group of my Ummah f ight ing upon the t ruth, having the upper hand, 
not  harmed by their opponents, unt il the decree of Allah (the Last  Hour) comes.)  

This Hadith was collected in the Sahih and narrated from ` Abdullah bin ` Amr.  

ぴ⌒リ⌒ゃ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ろ∇バ∠らｚゎや ユ⊥ワ∠¬へ∠ヲ∇ワ∠ぺ ∠ギ∇バ∠よ ヵ⌒グｚャや ∠ポ∠¬べ∠ィ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ユ∇ヤ⌒バ∇ャや 

ゅ∠ョ ∠マ∠ャ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや リ⌒ョ ｙヶ⌒ャ∠ヱ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∃ゲΒ⌒ダ∠ルび  

(And if  you (O Muhammad ) were to follow their (Jews and Christ ians) desires after what  you 
have received of Knowledge (i.e. the Qur'an), then you would have against  Allah neither any 
Wali (protector or guardian) nor any helper.)  

This Ayah carries a stern warning for the Muslim Ummah against  imitat ing the ways and 
methods of the Jews and Christ ians, after they have acquired knowledge of the Qur'an and 
Sunnah, may Allah grant  us refuge from this behavior. Although the speech in this Ayah was 
directed at  the Messenger , the ruling of which applies to his ent ire Ummah. 

The Meaning of Correct Tilawah 

Allah said,  

ぴ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ⊥ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠レ∇Β∠ゎへ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ⊥ヮ∠ルヲ⊥ヤ∇わ∠Α ｚペ∠ェ ⌒ヮ⌒ゎ∠ヱ∠Κ⌒ゎび  



(Those to whom We gave the Book. Yat lunahu Haqqan Tilawat ih.)  

` Abdur-Razzaq said from Ma` mar, from Qatadah, "They are the Jews and Christ ians. '' This is 
the opinion of ` Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam, and it  was also chosen by Ibn Jarir.  Sa` id 
reported from Qatadah, "They are the Companions of the Messenger of Allah . '' Abu Al-` Aliyah 
said that  Ibn Mas̀ ud said, "By He in Whose Hand is my soul! The right  Tilawah is allowing what  
it  makes lawful, prohibit ing what  it  makes unlawful, recit ing it  as it  was revealed by Allah, not  
changing the words from their places, and not  interpret ing it  with other than its actual 
interpretat ion. '' As-Suddi reported from Abu Malik from Ibn ` Abbas who said about  this Ayah 
(2:121): "They make lawful what  it  allows and they prohibit  what  it  makes unlawful, and they 
do not  alter it s wordings.'' ` Umar bin Al-Khat tab said, "They are those who when they recite an 
Ayah that  ment ions mercy, they ask Allah for it ,  and when they recite an Ayah that  ment ions 
torment , they seek refuge with Allah from it . '' This meaning was at t ributed to the Prophet  ,  for 
when he used to recite an Ayah of mercy, he invoked Allah for mercy, and when he recited an 
Ayah of torment , he sought  refuge from it  with Allah.  

Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ⌒ヮ⌒よび  

(they are the ones who believe therein)  

explains the Ayah,  

ぴ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ⊥ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠レ∇Β∠ゎへ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ⊥ヮ∠ルヲ⊥ヤ∇わ∠Α ｚペ∠ェ ⌒ヮ⌒ゎ∠ヱ∠Κ⌒ゎび  

(Those to whom We gave the Book. Yat lunahu Haqqa Tilawat ihi).   

These Ayat  mean, "Those among the People of the Book who perfect ly adhered to the Books 
that  were revealed to the previous Prophets, will believe in what  I have sent  you with, O 
Muhammad!'' Allah said in another Ayah,  

ぴ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰｚル∠ぺ ⊥ョゅ∠ホ∠ぺ∇やヲ ∠りや∠ケ∇ヲｚわャや ∠モΒ⌒イル⌒Ηや∠ヱ べ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠メ⌒ゴル⊥ぺ 

∇ユ⌒ヰΒ∠ャ⌒ま リあョ ∇ユ⌒ヰあよｚケ ∇やヲ⊥ヤ∠ミ∂Ι リ⌒ョ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ホ∇ヲ∠プ リ⌒ョ∠ヱ ⌒ろ∇エ∠ゎ 

ユ⌒ヰ⌒ヤ⊥ィ∇ケ∠ぺび  

(And if  only they had acted according to the Tawrah, the Inj il,  and what  has (now) been sent  
down to them from their Lord (the Qur'an), they would surely, have got ten provision from 
above them and from underneath their feet .) (5:66). The Ayah,  



ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ∠モ∇ワ∠ほ⇒∠Α ⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ∇ユ⊥わ∇ジ∠ャ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヴ∠セ ヴｚわ∠ェ ∇やヲ⊥ヨΒ⌒ボ⊥ゎ 

∠りや∠ケ∇ヲｚわャや ∠モΒ⌒イル⌒Ηや∠ヱ べ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠メ⌒ゴル⊥ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ャ⌒ま リあョ ∇ユ⊥ムあよｚケび  

(Say (O Muhammad ) "O People of the Scripture (Jews and Christ ians)! You have nothing (as 
regards guidance) t il l you act  according to the Tawrah, the Inj il,  and what  has (now) been sent  
down to you from your Lord (the Qur'an). '') means, "If  you adhere to the Torah and the Gospel 
in the correct  manner, believe in them as you should, and believe in the news they carry about  
Muhammad's prophethood, his descript ion and the command to follow, aid and support  him, 
then this will direct  you to adhere to t ruth and righteousness in this life and the Hereafter. '' In 
another Ayah, Allah said,  

ぴ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒らｚわ∠Α ∠メヲ⊥シｚゲャや ｚヴ⌒らｚレャや ｚヴあョ⊥Εや ン⌒グｚャや 

⊥ヮ∠ルヱ⊥ギ⌒イ∠Α ゅ⇔よヲ⊥わ∇ム∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ギレ⌒ハ ヴ⌒プ ⌒りや∠ケ∇ヲｚわャや ⌒モΒ⌒イル⌒Ηや∠ヱび  

(Those who follow the Messenger, the Prophet  who can neither read nor write (i.e. Muhammad 
) whom they f ind writ ten with them in the Tawrah and the Inj il.) (7:157) and,  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ∇やヲ⊥レ⌒ョや∠¬ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∠Ι ∇やヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ゎ ｚラ⌒ま ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥ゎヱ⊥ぺ ∠ユ∇ヤ⌒バ∇ャや 

リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ や∠ク⌒ま ヴ∠ヤ∇わ⊥Α ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ラヱぁゲ⌒ガ∠Α ⌒ラゅ∠ホ∇クｘΚ⌒ャ ⊥シや⇔ギｚイ - 

∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α∠ヱ ∠ラゅ∠エ∇ら⊥シ べ∠レあよ∠ケ ラ⌒ま ∠ラゅ∠ミ ⊥ギ∇ハ∠ヱ ゅ∠レあよ∠ケ ⇔Ιヲ⊥バ∇ヘ∠ヨ∠ャ 

び  

(Say (O Muhammad to them): "Believe in it  (the Qur'an) or do not  believe (in it ).  Verily, those 
who were given knowledge before it , when it  is recited to them, fall down on their faces in 
humble prost rat ion. And they say: "Glory be to our Lord! Truly, the promise of our Lord must  be 
fulf il led. '') (17:107-108).  

These Ayat  indicate that  what  Allah promised for Muhammad will certainly occur. Allah also 
said,  

ぴ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇Β∠ゎや∠¬⊥ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠レ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ ユ⊥ワ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α - 

や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∇わ⊥Α ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ ゅｚレ∠ョや∠¬ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ぁペ∠エ∇ャや リ⌒ョ べ∠レあよｚケ 



ゅｚルま ゅｚレ⊥ミ リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジ⊥ョ - ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥ゎ∇ぽ⊥Α ユ⊥ワ∠ゲ∇ィ∠ぺ 

⌒リ∇Β∠ゎｚゲｚョ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ら∠タ ∠ラ⊥ぼ∠ケ∇ギ∠Α∠ヱ ∇ャゅ⌒よ⌒る∠レ∠ジ∠エ ∠る∠ゃあΒｚジャや 

ゅｚヨ⌒ョ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠レ∇ホ∠コ∠ケ ∠ラヲ⊥ボ⌒ヘレ⊥Αび   

(Those to whom We gave the Scripture (i.  e. the Tawrah and the Inj il) before it ,  they believe in 
it  (the Qur'an). And when it  is recited to them, they say: "We believe in it .  Verily, it  is the t ruth 
from our Lord. Indeed even before it  we have been from those who submit  themselves to Allah 
in Islam as Muslims. These will be given their reward twice over, because they are pat ient , and 
repel evil with good, and spend (in charity) out  of what  We have provided them.) (28:52-54) 
and,  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤあャ ∇やヲ⊥ゎヱ⊥ぺ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ∠リΒあΒあョｙΙや∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ヨ∠ヤ∇シ∠ぺ∠¬ ∇ラ⌒み∠プ 

∇やヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇シ∠ぺ ⌒ギ∠ボ∠プ ∇やヱ∠ギ∠わ∇ワや ラ⌒まｚヱ ∇や∇ヲｚャ∠ヲ∠ゎ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒み∠プ ∠マ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥ヒ⇒∠ヤ∠ら∇ャや 

⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ∀ゲΒ⌒ダ∠よ ⌒キゅ∠ら⌒バ∇ャゅ⌒よび  

(And say to those who were given the Scripture (Jews and Christ ians) and to those who are 
il l iterates (Arab pagans): "Do you (also) submit  yourselves (to Allah in Islam)'' If  they do, they 
are right ly guided; but  if  they turn away, your duty is only to convey the Message; and Allah is 
the Seer of (His) servants) (3:20).  

Allah said,  

ぴリョ∠ヱ ∇ゲ⊥ヘ∇ム∠Α ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ほ∠プ ⊥ユ⊥ワ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒ジ⇒∠ガ∇ャやび  

(And whoever disbelieves in it  (the Qur'an), those are they who are the losers), j ust  as He said 
in another Ayah,  

ぴリ∠ョ∠ヱ ∇ゲ⊥ヘ∇ム∠Α ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ゆや∠ゴ∇ェｘΙや ⊥ケゅｚレャゅ∠プ ⊥ロ⊥ギ⌒ハ∇ヲ∠ョび  

(But  those of the sects (Jews, Christ ians and all the other non-Muslim nat ions) that  rej ect  it  
(the Qur'an), the Fire will be their promised meet ing place) (11:17).  

As recorded in the Sahih, the Prophet  said,  



»ヵ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ ヶ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠ル ⌒ロ⌒ギ∠Β⌒よ ゅ∠ャ ⊥ノ∠ヨ∇ジ∠Α ヶ⌒よ ∀ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ロ⌒グワ 

⊥ほ∇ャや⌒るｚョ ｘヵ⌒キヲ⊥ヰ∠Α ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ｘヶ⌒ルや∠ゲ∇ダ∠ル ｚユ⊥を ゅ∠ャ ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ヶ⌒よ ゅｚャ⌒ま 

∠モ∠カ∠キ ケゅｚレャや«  

(By He in Whose Hand is my soul! There is no member of this Ummah (mankind and Jinns), Jew 
or a Christ ian, who hears of me, yet  does not  believe in me, but  will enter the Fire.)  

ぴヴ⌒レ∠ら⇒∠Α ∠モΑ⌒¬∠ゲ∇シ⌒ま ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⊥ミ∇クや ヴ⌒わ∠ヨ∇バ⌒ル ヴ⌒わｚャや ⊥ろ∇ヨ∠バ∇ル∠ぺ 

∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ヴあル∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥わ∇ヤｚツ∠プ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャや ∇やヲ⊥ボｚゎや∠ヱ ゅ⇔ョ∇ヲ∠Α 

ｚΙ ン⌒ゴ∇イ∠ゎ ∀ザ∇ヘ∠ル リ∠ハ ∃ザ∇ヘｚル ゅ⇔ゃ∇Β∠セ ∠Ι∠ヱ ⊥モ∠ら∇ボ⊥Α ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ 

∀メ∇ギ∠ハ ∠Ι∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ⊥バ∠ヘレ∠ゎ ∀る∠バ⇒∠ヘ∠セ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ワ ⊥ゲ∠ダレ⊥Α∠ラヱび   

(122. O Children of Israel! Remember My favor which I bestowed upon you and that  I preferred 
you over the nat ions).) (123. And fear the Day (of Judgement) when no person shall avail 
another, nor shall compensat ion be accepted from him, nor shall intercession be of use to him, 
nor shall they be helped.)  

We ment ioned a similar Ayah at  the beginning of this Surah, and it  is ment ioned here to 
emphisize the importance of following the Ummi Prophet  and Messenger, who is described for 
the People of the Scriptures in their Books by his characterist ics, name, the good news about  
him and the descript ion of his Ummah. Allah warned them against  concealing this informat ion, 
which is among the favors that  Allah granted them. Allah also commanded them to remember 
their daily life and their religious affairs and how He blessed them. They should not  envy their 
cousins, the Arabs, for what  Allah has given them, the Final Messenger of Allah being an Arab. 
Envy should not  incite them to oppose or deny the Prophet  or refrain from following him, may 
Allah's peace and blessings be upon him unt il the Day of Judgment .  

ぴ⌒ク⌒ま∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠わ∇よや ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ⊥ヮぁよ∠ケ ∃ろ⇒∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ム⌒よ ｚリ⊥ヰｚヨ∠ゎ∠ほ∠プ ∠メゅ∠ホ ヴあル⌒ま 

∠マ⊥ヤ⌒バ⇒∠ィ ⌒サゅｚレヤ⌒ャ ゅ⇔ョゅ∠ョ⌒ま ∠メゅ∠ホ リ⌒ョ∠ヱ ヴ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク ∠メゅ∠ホ ∠Ι ⊥メゅ∠レ∠Α 

ヵ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠ハ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ⇒ｚヌャやび   

(124. And (remember) when the Lord of Ibrahim (Abraham) t ried him with (certain) commands, 
which he fulf il led. He (Allah) said (to him), "Verily, I am going to make you an Imam (a leader) 



for mankind (to follow you). '' (Ibrahim) said, "And of my offspring (to make leaders). '' (Allah) 
said, "My covenant  (prophethood) includes not  Zalimin (polytheists and wrongdoers). '') 

Ibrahim Al-Khalil was an Imam for the People 

Allah is informing us of the honor of Ibrahim Al-Khalil,  who He made an Imam for the people, 
and a model to be imitated, because of the way he conducted himself  and adhered to Tawhid. 
This honor was given to Prophet  Ibrahim when he adhered to Allah's decisions and prohibit ions. 
This is why Allah said,  

ぴ⌒ク⌒ま∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠わ∇よや ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ⊥ヮぁよ∠ケ ∃ろ⇒∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ム⌒よび  

(And (remember) when the Lord of Ibrahim (i.e., Allah) t ried him with (certain) commands).  

This Ayah means, O Muhammad! Remind the idolators and the People of the Scriptures, who 
pretend to be followers of the religion of Ibrahim, while in reality they do not  follow it , while 
you, O Muhammad, and your followers are the t rue followers of his religion; remind them of 
the commands and prohibit ions that  Allah tested Ibrahim with.  

ぴｚリ⊥ヰｚヨ∠ゎ∠ほ∠プび  

(which he fulf il led.) indicat ing that  Ibrahim implemented all of Allah's orders. Allah said in 
another Ayah,  

ぴ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま∠ヱ ン⌒グｚャや ヴｚプ∠ヱび   

(And of Ibrahim (Abraham) who fulf illed (or conveyed) all that  (Allah ordered him to do or 
convey)) (53:37)  

meaning, he was t ruthful and he was obedient  to Allah's legislat ion. Also, Allah said,  

ぴｚラ⌒ま ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ∠ラゅ∠ミ ⇔るｚョ⊥ぺ ゅ⇔わ⌒レ⇒∠ホ ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ ゅ⇔ヘΒ⌒レ∠ェ ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥マ∠Α ∠リ⌒ョ 

∠リΒ⌒ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ヨ∇ャや - ⇔やゲ⌒ミゅ∠セ ⌒ヮ⌒ヨ⊥バ∇ルΙ ⊥ヮ⇒∠ら∠わ∇ィや ⊥ロや∠ギ∠ワ∠ヱ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま 

∃ヅ∠ゲ⌒タ ∠わ∇ジぁョ∃ユΒ⌒ボ - ⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇Β∠ゎや¬∠ヱ ヴ⌒プ ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギ∇ャや ⇔る∠レ∠ジ∠ェ ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま∠ヱ 

ヴ⌒プ ⌒り∠ゲ⌒カｘΙや ∠リ⌒ヨ∠ャ ∠リΒ⌒エ⌒ヤ⇒ｚダャや - ｚユ⊥を べ∠レ∇Β∠ェ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∠マ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ラ∠ぺ 

∇ノ⌒らｚゎや ∠るｚヤ⌒ョ ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ゅ⇔ヘΒ⌒レ∠ェ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∠リ⌒ョ ∠リΒ⌒ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   



(Verily, Ibrahim was an Ummah (or a nat ion), obedient  to Allah, Hanif  (i.e. to worship none but  
Allah), and he was not  one of those who were Al-Mushrikin (polytheists), (He was) thankful for 
His (Allah's) favors. He (Allah) chose him and guided him to a st raight  path. And We gave him 
good in this world, and in the Hereafter he shall be of the righteous. Then, We have sent  the 
revelat ion to you (O Muhammad saying): "Follow the religion of Ibrahim Hanif  (Islamic 
Monotheism �  to worship none but  Allah) and he was not  of the Mushrikin.) (16:120-123)  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ヴ⌒レｚル⌒ま ヴ⌒ルや∠ギ∠ワ ヴあよ∠ケ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∃ヅ∠ゲ⌒タ ∃ユΒ⌒ボ∠わ∇ジぁョ ゅ⇔レΑ⌒キ 

ゅ⇔ヨ∠Β⌒ホ ∠るｚヤあョ ∠ユΒ⌒ワや∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ゅ⇔ヘΒ⌒レ∠ェ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∠リ⌒ョ ∠リΒ⌒ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   

(Say (O Muhammad ): "Truly, my Lord has guided me to a st raight  path, a right  religion, the 
religion of Ibrahim, Hanifan, and Ibrahim (to worship none but  Allah, alone) and he was not  of 
Al-Mushrikin. '') (6:161) and,  

ぴゅ∠ョ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ⊥ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ゅ６Α⌒キヲ⊥ヰ∠Α ∠Ι∠ヱ ゅ６Β⌒ルや∠ゲ∇ダ∠ル リ⌒ム∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ラゅ∠ミ 

ゅ⇔ヘΒ⌒レ∠ェ ぁョゅ⇔ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∠リ⌒ョ ∠リΒ⌒ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ヨ∇ャや - ｚラ⌒ま ヴ∠ャ∇ヱ∠ぺ 

⌒サゅｚレャや ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒み⌒よ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤ∠ャ ⊥ロヲ⊥バ∠らｚゎや や∠グ⇒∠ワ∠ヱ ぁヴ⌒らｚレャや ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ 

∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬ ⊥ヮｚヤャや∠ヱ ぁヴ⌒ャ∠ヱ ∠リΒ⌒レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   

(Ibrahim was neither a Jew nor a Christ ian, but  he was a t rue Muslim Hanifan (Islamic 
Monotheism �  to worship none but  Allah alone) and he was not  of Al-Mushrikin. Verily, among 
mankind who have the best  claim to Ibrahim are those who followed him, and this Prophet  
(Muhammad ) and those who have believed (Muslims). And Allah is the Wali (Protector and 
Helper) of the believers) (3:67-68).  

Allah said,  

ぴ⌒ろ⇒∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ム⌒よび  

(with Kalimat  (words)) which means, "Laws, commandments and prohibit ions. '' ` Words' as 
ment ioned here, somet imes refers to what  Allah has willed, such as Allah's statement  about  
Maryam,  

ぴ∇ろ∠ホｚギ∠タ∠ヱ ⌒ろ⇒∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ム⌒よ ゅ∠ヰｚよ∠ケ ⌒ヮ⌒ら⊥わ⊥ミ∠ヱ ∇ろ∠ルゅ∠ミ∠ヱ ∠リ⌒ョ 

∠リΒ⌒わ⌒レ⇒∠ボ∇ャやび  



(And she test if ied to the t ruth of the Words of her Lord, and (also believed in) His Scriptures, 
and she was of the Qanit in (i.e. obedient  to Allah)) (66:12).  

"Words'' also refers to Allah's Law, such as Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∇ろｚヨ∠ゎ∠ヱ ⊥る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ ∠マあよ∠ケ ⇔ゅホ∇ギ⌒タ ⇔Ι∇ギ∠ハ∠ヱび  

(And the Word of your Lord has been fulf il led in t ruth and in j ust ice) (6:115) meaning, His 
legislat ion. "Words'' also means t ruthful news, or a j ust  commandment  or prohibit ion. For 
instance, Allah said,  

ぴ⌒ク⌒ま∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠わ∇よや ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ⊥ヮぁよ∠ケ ∃ろ⇒∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ム⌒よ ｚリ⊥ヰｚヨ∠ゎ∠ほ∠プび  

(And (remember) when the Lord of Ibrahim t ried him with (certain) Words (commands), which 
he fulf il led) meaning, he adhered to them, Allah said,  

ぴヴあル⌒ま ∠マ⊥ヤ⌒バ⇒∠ィ ⌒サゅｚレヤ⌒ャ ゅ⇔ョゅ∠ョ⌒まび  

("Verily, I am going to make you an Imam (a leader) for mankind (to follow you). '') as a reward 
for Ibrahim's good deeds, adhering to the commandments and avoiding the prohibit ions. This is 
why Allah made Ibrahim a role model for the people, and an Imam whose conduct  and path are 
imitated and followed.  

 

What were the Words that Ibrahim was tested with 

There is a dif ference of opinion over the words that  Allah tested Ibrahim with. There are 
several opinions at t ributed to Ibn ` Abbas. For instance, ` Abdur-Razzaq said that  Ibn ` Abbas 
said, "Allah tested him with the rituals (of Haj j ). '' Abu Ishaq reported the same. ` Abdur-Razzaq 
also narrated that  Ibn ` Abbas said that ,  

ぴ⌒ク⌒ま∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠わ∇よや ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ⊥ヮぁよ∠ケ ∃ろ⇒∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ム⌒よび  

(And (remember) when the Lord of Ibrahim (Abraham) (i.e., Allah) t ried him with (certain) 
commands) means, "Allah tested him with Taharah (purity, ablut ion): f ive on the head and f ive 
on the body. As for the head, they are cut t ing the mustache, rinsing the mouth, inhaling and 
discarding water, using Siwak and part ing the hair.  As for the body, they are t rimming the 
nails, shaving the pubic hair,  circumcision and plucking under the arm and washing with water 
after answering the call of nature. '' Ibn Abi Hat im said, "A similar statement  was also reported 
from Sa` id bin Al-Musayyib, Muj ahid, Ash-Sha` bi, An-Nakha` i,  Abu Salih, Abu Al-Jald, and so 
forth. ''  



There is a similar statement  that  Imam Muslim narrated from ` A'ishah who said that  Allah's 
Messenger said,  

»∀ゲ∇ゼ∠ハ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒り∠ゲ∇ト⌒ヘ∇ャや :ぁゾ∠ホ ⌒ゆ⌒ケゅｚゼャや ⊥¬ゅ∠ヘ∇ハ⌒ま∠ヱ ⌒る∠Β∇エあヤャや 

⊥ポや∠ヲあジャや∠ヱ ⊥ベゅ∠ゼ∇レ⌒わ∇シや∠ヱ ⌒¬ゅ∠ヨ∇ャや ぁゾ∠ホ∠ヱ ⌒ケゅ∠ヘ∇ニ∠ほ∇ャや ⊥モ∇ジ∠ビ∠ヱ 

⌒ユ⌒ィや∠ゲ∠ら∇ャや ⊥ブ∇わ∠ル∠ヱ ⌒テ∇よ⌒み∇ャや ⊥ペ∇ヤ∠ェ∠ヱ ⌒る∠ルゅ∠バ∇ャや ⊥ソゅ∠ボ⌒わ∇ルや∠ヱ 

∠ヨ∇ャや⌒¬ゅ ⊥ろΒ⌒ジ∠ル∠ヱ ∠り∠ゲ⌒セゅ∠バ∇ャや ゅｚャ⌒ま ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥ム∠ゎ る∠ツ∠ヨ∇ツ∠ヨ∇ャや«  

(Ten are among the Fit rah (inst inct , natural const itut ion): t rimming the mustache, growing the 
beard, using Siwak, inhaling and then exhaling water (in ablut ion), cut t ing the nails, washing 
between the f ingers (in ablut ion), plucking the underarm hair,  shaving the pubic hair,  washing 
with water after answering the call of nature, (and I forgot  the tenth, I think it  was) rinsing the 
mouth (in ablut ion).)  

The Two Sahihs recorded Abu Hurayrah saying that  the Prophet  said,  

»⊥り∠ゲ∇ト⌒ヘ∇ャや ∀ザ∇ヨ∠カ :⊥ラゅ∠わ⌒ガ∇ャや ⊥キや∠ギ∇エ⌒わ∇シゅ∇ャや∠ヱ ぁゾ∠ホ∠ヱ 

⌒ゆ⌒ケゅｚゼャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ヤ∇ボ∠ゎ∠ヱ ⌒ケゅ∠ヘ∇ニ∠ほ∇ャや ⊥ブ∇わ∠ル∠ヱ テ∇よ⌒み∇ャや«  

(Five are among the acts of Fit rah: circumcision, shaving the pubic hair,  t rimming the 
mustache, cut t ing the nails and plucking the underarm hair.) This is the wording with Muslim.  

Muhammad bin Ishaq reportd that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "The words that  Allah tested Ibrahim with, 
and that  he implemented were: abandoning his (disbelieving) people when Allah commanded 
him to do so, disput ing with Nimrod (king of Babylon) about  Allah, being pat ient  when he was 
thrown in the f ire (although this was ext remely t raumat ic) migrat ing from his homeland when 
Allah commanded him to do so, pat ience with the monetary and material demands of host ing 
guests by Allah's command, and Allah's order for him to slaughter his son. When Allah tested 
Ibrahim with these words, and he was ready for the major test , Allah said to him,  

ぴ∇ユ⌒ヤ∇シ∠ぺ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ろ∇ヨ∠ヤ∇シ∠ぺ あゆ∠ゲ⌒ャ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャやび  

("Submit  (be a Muslim)! '' He said, "I have submit ted myself (as a Muslim) to the Lord of all that  
exists. '') (2:131) although this meant  defying and being apart  from the people. '' 

The Unjust do not qualify for Allah's Promise 

Allah said that  Ibrahim said,  



ぴリ⌒ョ∠ヱ ヴ⌒わ∠Αあケ⊥クび  

(And of my offspring (to make leaders)) and Allah replied,  

ぴ∠Ι ⊥メゅ∠レ∠Α ヵ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠ハ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ⇒ｚヌャやび  

(My covenant  (prophethood) includes not  Zalimin (polytheists and wrongdoers)).  

When Allah made Ibrahim an Imam (Leader for the faithful), he asked Allah that  Imams 
thereafter be chosen from his offspring. Allah accepted his supplicat ion, but  told him that  
there will be unj ust  people among his offspring and they will not  benefit  f rom Allah's promise. 
Thus, they will neither become Imams nor be imitated (for they will not  be righteous). The 
proof that  Ibrahim's supplicat ion to Allah was accepted is that  Allah said in Surat  Al-` Ankabut  
(29:27),  

ぴゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ ヴ⌒プ ⌒ヮ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク ∠りｚヲ⊥らぁレャや ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや∠ヱび  

(And We ordained among his offspring prophethood and the Book).  

Hence, every Prophet  whom Allah sent  after Ibrahim were from among his offspring, and every 
Book that  Allah revealed was to them. As for Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∠メゅ∠ホ ∠Ι ⊥メゅ∠レ∠Α ヵ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠ハ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ⇒ｚヌャやび  

((Allah) said, "My covenant  (prophethood) includes not  Zalimin (polytheists and wrongdoers). '')  

Allah ment ioned that  there are unj ust  people among the offspring of Ibrahim, and they will not  
benefit  from Allah's promise, nor would they be ent rusted with anything, even though they are 
among the children of Allah's Khalil (int imate friend, Prophet  Abraham). There will also be 
those who do good among the children of Ibrahim, and these it  is who will benefit  f rom 
Ibrahim's supplicat ion. Ibn Jarir said that  this Ayah indicated that  the unj ust  shall not  be Imams 
for the people. Moreover, the Ayah informed Ibrahim that  there will be unj ust  people among 
his offspring. Also, Ibn Khuwayz Mindad Al-Maliki said, "The unj ust  person does not  qualify to be 
a Khalifah, a ruler, one who gives religious verdicts, a witness, or even a narrator (of Hadiths). ''  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ ∠ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ⇔る∠よゅ∠ん∠ョ ⌒サゅｚレヤあャ ⇔ゅレ∇ョ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇やヱ⊥グ⌒ガｚゎや∠ヱ リ⌒ョ 

⌒ュゅ∠ボｚョ ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ∠ダ⊥ョヴ６ヤび  

(125. And (remember) when We made the House (the Ka` bah at  Makkah) a place of resort  for 
mankind and a place of safety. And take you (people) the Maqam (place) of Ibrahim (or the 
stone on which Ibrahim as a place)  



 

The Virtue of Allah's House 

Al-` Awfi reported that  Ibn ` Abbas commented on Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ ∠ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ⇔る∠よゅ∠ん∠ョ ⌒サゅｚレヤあャび  

(And (remember) when We made the House (the Ka` bah at  Makkah) a place of resort  for 
mankind) "They do not  remain in the House, they only visit  it  and return to their homes, and 
then visit  it  again. '' Also, Abu Ja` far Ar-Razi narrated from Ar-Rabi`  bin Anas from Abu Al-
` Aliyah who said that ,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ ∠ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ⇔る∠よゅ∠ん∠ョ ⌒サゅｚレヤあャ ⇔ゅレ∇ョ∠ぺ∠ヱび  

(And (remember) when We made the House (the Ka` bah at  Makkah) a place of resort  for 
mankind and a place of safety) means, "Safe from enemies and armed conflict . During the t ime 
of Jahiliyyah, the people were often vict ims of  raids and kidnapping, while the people in the 
area surrounding it  (Al-Masj id Al-Haram) were safe and not  subj ect  to kidnapping. '' Also, 
Muj ahid, ` Ata',  As-Suddi, Qatadah and Ar-Rabi`  bin Anas were reported to have said that  the 
Ayah (2:125) means, "Whoever enters it  shall be safe. ''  

This Ayah indicates that  Allah honored the Sacred House, which Allah made as a safe refuge 
and safe haven. Therefore, the souls are eager, but  never bored, to conduct  short  visits to the 
House, even every year. This is because Allah accepted the supplicat ion of His Khalil,  Ibrahim, 
when he asked Allah to make the hearts of people eager to visit  the House. Ibrahim said 
(14:40),  

ぴゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∇モｚら∠ボ∠ゎ∠ヱ ⌒¬べ∠ハ⊥キび  

(Our Lord! And accept  my invocat ion).  

Allah described the House as a safe resort and refuge, for those 
who visit it are safe, even if they had committed acts of evil.  This 
honor comes from the honor of the person who built it first, Khalil 

Ar-Rahman, just as Allah said, 

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ゅ∠ル∇ぺｚヲ∠よ ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒Η ∠ラゅ∠ム∠ョ ⌒ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ラ∠ぺ ｚΙ ∇ポ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ゎ ヴ⌒よ 

⇔ゅゃ∇Β∠セび  



(And (remember) when We showed Ibrahim the site of the (Sacred) House (the Ka` bah at  
Makkah) (saying): "Associate not  anything (in worship) with Me... '') (22:26) and,  

ぴｚラ⌒ま ∠メｚヱ∠ぺ ∃ろ∇Β∠よ ∠ノ⌒ッ⊥ヱ ⌒サゅｚレヤ⌒ャ ン⌒グｚヤ∠ャ ∠るｚム∠ら⌒よ ⇔ゅミ∠ケゅ∠ら⊥ョ 

ン⇔ギ⊥ワ∠ヱ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ヤあャ ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ∀ろ⇒∠Αや∠¬ ∀ろ⇒∠レ⇒あΒ∠よ ⊥ュゅ∠ボｚョ ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま 

リ∠ョ∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ヤ∠カ∠キ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ⇔ゅレ⌒ョや∠¬び  

(Verily, the f irst  House (of worship) appointed for mankind was that  at  Bakkah (Makkah), full of 
blessing, and a guidance for Al-` Alamin (mankind and Jinn). In it  are manifest  signs (for 
example), the Maqam (place) of Ibrahim; whosoever enters it ,  he at tains security) (3:96-97).  

The last  honorable Ayah emphasized the honor of Ibrahim's Maqam, and the inst ruct ion to pray 
next  to it ,   

ぴ∇やヱ⊥グ⌒ガｚゎや∠ヱ リ⌒ョ ⌒ュゅ∠ボｚョ ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ヴ６ヤ∠ダ⊥ョび  

(And take you (people) the Maqam (place) of Ibrahim as a place of prayer). The Maqam of 
Ibrahim  

Sufyan Ath-Thawri reported that  Sa` id bin Jubayr commented on the Ayah,  

ぴ∇やヱ⊥グ⌒ガｚゎや∠ヱ リ⌒ョ ⌒ュゅ∠ボｚョ ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま∠ユΒ ヴ６ヤ∠ダ⊥ョび  

(And take you (people) the Maqam (place) of Ibrahim as a place of prayer) "The stone (Maqam) 
is the standing place of Ibrahim, Allah's Prophet , and a mercy from Allah. Ibrahim stood on the 
stone, while Isma` il was handing him the stones (const ruct ing the Ka` bah). ''As-Suddi said, "The 
Maqam of Ibrahim is a stone which Isma` il's wife put  under Ibrahim's feet  when washing his 
head." Al-Qurtubi ment ioned this, but  he considered it  unauthent ic, although others gave it  
prefrence, Ar-Razi reported it  in his Tafsir from Al-Hasan Al-Basri,  Qatadah, and Ar-Rabi`  bin 
Anas.  

Ibn Abi Hat im reported that  Jabir,  describing the Haj j  (pilgrimage) of the Prophet  said, "When 
the Prophet  performed Tawaf, ` Umar asked him, ` Is this the Maqam of our father' He said, 
` Yes. ' ` Umar said, ` Should we take it  a place of prayer' So Allah revealed,  

ぴ∇やヱ⊥グ⌒ガｚゎや∠ヱ リ⌒ョ ⌒ュゅ∠ボｚョ ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ヴ６ヤ∠ダ⊥ョび  

(And take you (people) the Maqam (place) of Ibrahim (Abraham) as a place of prayer. '')  

Al-Bukhari said, "Chapter: Allah's statement ,  



ぴ∇やヱ⊥グ⌒ガｚゎや∠ヱ リ⌒ョ ⌒ュゅ∠ボｚョ ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ヴ６ヤ∠ダ⊥ョび  

(And take you (people) the Maqam (place) of Ibrahim (Abraham) as a place of prayer) meaning, 
they return to it  repeatedly. '' He then narrated that  Anas bin Malik said that  ` Umar bin Al-
Khat tab said, "I agreed with my Lord, or my Lord agreed with me, regarding three mat ters. I 
said, ` O Messenger of Allah! I wish you take the Maqam of Ibrahim a place for prayer. ' The 
Ayah,  

ぴ∇やヱ⊥グ⌒ガｚゎや∠ヱ リ⌒ョ ⌒ュゅ∠ボｚョ ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ヴ６ヤ∠ダ⊥ョび  

(And take you (people) the Maqam (place) of Ibrahim (Abraham)) was revealed. I also said, ` O 
Messenger of Allah! The righteous and the wicked enter your house. I wish you would command 
the Mothers of the believers (the Prophet 's wives) to wear Hij ab. Allah sent  down the Ayah that  
required the Hij ab. And when I knew that  the Prophet  was angry with some of his wives, I came 
to them and said, ` Either you stop what  you are doing, or Allah will endow His Messenger with 
bet ter women than you are. ' I advised one of his wives and she said to me, ` O ` Umar! Does the 
Messenger of Allah not  know how to advise his wives, so that  you have to do the j ob instead of 
him' Allah then revealed,  

ぴヴ∠ジ∠ハ ⊥ヮぁよ∠ケ ラ⌒ま ｚリ⊥ム∠ボｚヤ∠デ ラ∠ぺ ⊥ヮ∠ャ⌒ギ∇ら⊥Α ⇔ゅィ∠ヱ∇コ∠ぺ ⇔やゲ∇Β∠カ 

ｚリ⊥ムレあョ ∃ろ⇒∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジ⊥ョび  

(It  may be if  he divorced you (all) that  his Lord will give him instead of you, wives bet ter than 
you, �  Muslims (who submit  to Allah)). '' (66:5)  

Also, Ibn Jarir narrated that  Jabir said, "After the Messenger of Allah kissed the Black Stone, he 
went  around the house three t imes in a fast  pace and four t imes in a slow pace. He then went  
to Maqam of Ibrahim, with it  between him and the House, and prayed two Rak` ahs. '' This is 
part  of the long Hadith that  Muslim recorded in Sahih. Al-Bukhari recorded that  ` Amr bin Dinar 
said that  he heard Ibn ` Umar say, "The Messenger of Allah performed Tawaf around the House 
seven t imes and then prayed two Rak` ahs behind the Maqam.''  

All these texts indicate that  the Maqam is the stone that  Ibrahim was standing on while 
building the House. As the House's walls became higher, Isma` il brought  his father a stone, so 
that  he could stand on it ,  while Isma` il handed him the stones. Ibrahim would place the stones 
on the wall,  and whenever he f inished one side, he would move to the next  side, to complete 
the building all around. Ibrahim kept  repeat ing this unt il he f inished building the House, as we 
will describe when we explain the story of Ibrahim and Isma` il and how they built  the House, 
as narrated from Ibn ` Abbas and collected by Al-Bukhari.  Ibrahim's footprints were st il l visible 
in the stone, and the Arabs knew this fact  during the t ime of Jahiliyyah. This is why Abu Talib 
said in his poem known as ` Al-Lamiyyah', "And Ibrahim's footprint  with his bare feet  on the 
stone is st il l visible. ''  

The Muslims also saw Ibrahim's footprints on the stone, as Anas bin Malik said, "I saw the 
Maqam with the print  of Ibrahim's toes and feet  st ill visible in it ,  but  the footprints dissipated 
because of the people rubbing the stone with their hands. ''  



Earlier, the Maqam was placed close to the Ka` bah's wall.  In the present  t ime, the Maqam is 
placed next  to Al-Hij r on the right  side of those entering through the door.  

When Ibrahim f inished building the House, he placed the stone next  to the wall of Al-Ka` bah. 
Or, when the House was f inished being built ,  Ibrahim j ust  left  the stone where it  was last  
standing, and he was commanded to pray next  to the stone when he f inished the Tawaf 
(circumambulat ing). It  is understandable that  the Maqam of Ibrahim would stand where the 
building of the House ended. The Leader of the faithful ` Umar bin Al-Khat tab, one of the Four 
Right ly Guided Caliphs whom we were commanded to emulate, moved the stone away from the 
Ka` bah's wall during his reign. ` Umar is one of the two men, whom the Messenger of Allah 
described when he said,  

»やヱ⊥ギ∠わ∇ホや ⌒リ∇Α∠グｚヤャゅ⌒よ ∇リ⌒ョ ヵ⌒ギ∇バ∠よ ヶ⌒よ∠ぺ ∃ゲ∇ム∠よ ゲ∠ヨ⊥ハ∠ヱ«  

(Imitate the two men who will come after me: Abu Bakr and ` Umar.)  

` Umar was also the person whom the Qur'an agreed with regarding praying next  to Maqam of 
Ibrahim. This is why none among the Companions rej ected it  when he moved it .   

` Abdur-Razzaq reported from Ibn Jurayj  from ` Ata', "` Umar bin Al-Khat tab moved the Maqam 
back. '' Also, ` Abdur-Razzaq narrated that  Muj ahid said that  ` Umar was the f irst  person who 
moved the Maqam back to where it  is now standing.'' Al-Hafiz Abu Bakr, Ahmad bin ` Ali bin Al-
Husayn Al-Bayhaqi recorded ` A'ishah saying, "During the t ime of the Messenger of Allah and Abu 
Bakr, the Maqam was right  next  to the House. ` Umar moved the Maqam during his reign. '' This 
Hadith has an authent ic chain of narrat ion. i  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ ∠ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ⇔る∠よゅ∠ん∠ョ ⌒サゅｚレヤあャ ⇔ゅレ∇ョ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇やヱ⊥グ⌒ガｚゎや∠ヱ リ⌒ョ 

⌒ュゅ∠ボｚョ ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ヴ６ヤ∠ダ⊥ョ べ∠ル∇ギ⌒ヰ∠ハ∠ヱ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま 

∠モΒ⌒バ⇒∠ヨ∇シ⌒ま∠ヱ ラ∠ぺ や∠ゲあヰ∠デ ∠ヴ⌒わ∇Β∠よ ∠リΒ⌒ヘ⌒もべｚトヤ⌒ャ ∠リΒ⌒ヘ⌒ム⇒∠バ∇ャや∠ヱ 

⌒ノｚミぁゲャや∠ヱ ぁジャや⌒キヲ⊥イ - ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま あゆ∠ケ ∇モ∠バ∇ィや 

や∠グ⇒∠ワ や⇔ギ∠ヤ∠よ ゅ⇔レ⌒ョへ ∇ベ⊥コ∇ケや∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒れ∠ゲ∠ヨｚんャや ∇リ∠ョ ∠リ∠ョや∠¬ 

ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Β∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒ゲ⌒カｘΙや ∠メゅ∠ホ リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ⊥ヮ⊥バあわ∠ョ⊥ほ∠プ 

⇔ΚΒ⌒ヤ∠ホ ｚユ⊥を ⊥ロぁゲ∠ト∇ッ∠ぺ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ゆや∠グ∠ハ ⌒ケゅｚレャや ∠ザ∇ゃ⌒よ∠ヱ ∠ヨ∇ャや⊥ゲΒ⌒ダ 

- ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥ノ∠プ∇ゲ∠Α ⊥ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ∠ギ⌒ハや∠ヲ∠ボ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ⊥モΒ⌒バ⇒∠ヨ∇シ⌒ま∠ヱ 



ゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∇モｚら∠ボ∠ゎ べｚレ⌒ョ ∠マｚル⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ ⊥ノΒ⌒ヨｚジャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ヤ∠バ∇ャや - ゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ 

ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∇ィや∠ヱ ⌒リ∇Β∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジ⊥ョ ∠マ∠ャ リ⌒ョ∠ヱ べ∠レ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク ⇔るｚョ⊥ぺ ⇔る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジぁョ ∠マｚャ 

ゅ∠ル⌒ケ∠ぺ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∠ム⌒シゅ∠レ∠ョ ⊥ゎ∠ヱ∇ょ べ∠レ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠マｚル⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ ⊥ゆやｚヲｚわャや 

⊥ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャやび   

(125. And We commanded Ibrahim (Abraham) and Isma` il (Ishmael) that  they should purify My 
House (the Ka` bah at  Makkah) for those who are circumambulat ing it ,  or staying (I` t ikaf), or 
bowing or prost rat ing themselves (there, in prayer).) (126. And (remember) when Ibrahim said, 
"My Lord, make this city (Makkah) a place of security and provide its people with fruits, such of 
them as believe in Allah and the Last  Day. '' He (Allah) answered: "As for him who disbelieves, I 
shall leave him in contentment  for a while, then I shall compel him to the torment  of the Fire, 
and worst  indeed is that  dest inat ion!'') (127. And (remember) when Ibrahim and (his son) 
Isma` il were raising the foundat ions of the House (the Ka` bah at  Makkah), (saying), "Our Lord! 
Accept  (this service) from us. Verily, You are the Hearer, the Knower. '') (128. "Our Lord! And 
make us submissive unto You and of our offspring a nat ion submissive unto You, and show us 
our Manasik, and accept  our repentance. Truly, You are the One Who accepts repentance, the 
Most  Merciful.) 

The Command to purify the House 

Al-Hasan Al-Basri said that ,  

ぴべ∠ル∇ギ⌒ヰ∠ハ∠ヱ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∠ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ∠モΒ⌒バ⇒∠ヨ∇シ⌒ま∠ヱび  

(And We gave Our 'Ahd (command) to Ibrahim and Isma` il) means, "Allah ordered them to 
purify it  from all f ilth and impurit ies, of which none should ever touch it . '' Also, Ibn Jurayj  said, 
"I said to ` Ata',  ` What  is Allah's ` Ahd' He said, ` His command.''' Also, Sa` id bin Jubayr said that  
Ibn ` Abbas commented on the Ayah,  

ぴラ∠ぺ や∠ゲあヰ∠デ ∠ヴ⌒わ∇Β∠よ ∠リΒ⌒ヘ⌒もべｚトヤ⌒ャ ∠リΒ⌒ヘ⌒ム⇒∠バ∇ャや∠ヱび  

(that  they should purify My House (the Ka` bah) for those who are circumambulat ing it ,  or 
staying (I` t ikaf)) "Purify it  f rom the idols. '' Further, Muj ahid and Sa` id bin Jubayr said that ,  

ぴや∠ゲあヰ∠デ ∠ヴ⌒わ∇Β∠よ ∠リΒ⌒ヘ⌒もべｚトヤ⌒ャび  

(purify My House for those who are circumambulat ing it ) means, "From the idols, sexual 
act ivity, false witness and sins of all kinds. ''  



Allah said,  

ぴ∠リΒ⌒ヘ⌒もべｚトヤ⌒ャび  

(for those who are performing Tawaf (circumambulat ing) it ).   

The Tawaf around the House is a well-established ritual, Sa` id bin Jubayr said that ,  

ぴ∠リΒ⌒ヘ⌒もべｚトヤ⌒ャび  

(for those who are circumambulat ing it ) means, st rangers (he means who do not  live in 
Makkah), while;  

ぴ∠リΒ⌒ヘ⌒ム⇒∠バ∇ャや∠ヱび  

(or staying (I` t ikaf)) is about  those who live in the area of the Sacred House. Also, Qatadah and 
Ar-Rabi`  bin Anas said that  I` t ikaf is in reference to those who live in the area of the House, 
j ust  as Sa` id bin Jubayr stated. Allah said,  

ぴ⌒ノｚミぁゲャや∠ヱ ⌒キヲ⊥イぁジャやび  

(or bowing or prost rat ing themselves (there, in prayer))  

Ibn ` Abbas said, when it  is a place of prayer it  includes those who are described as bowing and 
prost rat ing themselves. Also, ` Ata' and Qatadah offered the same Tafsir.  

Purifying all Masj ids is required according to this Ayah and according to Allah's statement ,  

ぴヴ⌒プ ∃れヲ⊥Β⊥よ ∠ラ⌒ク∠ぺ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ラ∠ぺ ∠ノ∠プ∇ゲ⊥ゎ ∠ゲ∠ミ∇グ⊥Α∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ⊥ヮ⊥ヨ∇シや 

⊥ウあら∠ジ⊥Α ⊥ヮ∠ャ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ⊥ギ⊥ピ∇ャゅ⌒よあヱ ⌒メゅ∠タｘΙや∠ヱび   

(In houses (mosques) which Allah has ordered to be raised (to be cleaned, and to be honored), 
in them His Name is remembered (i.e. Adhan, Iqamah, Salah, invocat ions, recitat ion of the 
Qur'an). Therein glorify Him (Allah) in the mornings and in the (late) afternoons) (24:36).  

There are many Hadiths that  give a general order for purifying the Masj ids and keeping f ilth 
and impurit ies away from them. This is why the Prophet  said,  



»ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ⌒ろ∠Β⌒レ⊥よ ⊥ギ⌒ィゅ∠ジ∠ヨ∇ャや ゅ∠ヨ⌒ャ ∇ろ∠Β⌒レ⊥よ ヮ∠ャ«  

(The Masj ids are established for the purpose that  they were built  for (i.  e. worshipping Allah 
alone).)  

I have collected a book on this subj ect , and all praise is due to Allah.  

 

Makkah is a Sacred Area 

Allah said,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∠メゅ∠ホ ⊥ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま あゆ∠ケ ∇モ∠バ∇ィや や∠グ⇒∠ワ や⇔ギ∠ヤ∠よ ゅ⇔レ⌒ョへ 

∇ベ⊥コ∇ケや∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒れ∠ゲ∠ヨｚんャや ∇リ∠ョ ∠リ∠ョや∠¬ ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ 

⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Β∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒ゲ⌒カｘΙやび  

(And (remember) when Ibrahim said, "My Lord, make this city (Makkah) a place of security and 
provide its people with fruits, such of them as believe in Allah and the Last  Day. '')  

Imam Abu Ja` far bin Jarir At -Tabari narrated that  Jabir bin ` Abdullah said that  the Messenger 
of Allah said,  

»ｚラ⌒ま ∠ユΒ⌒ワや∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ∠ュｚゲ∠ェ ∠ろ∇Β∠よ ⌒ぶや ⊥ヮ∠レｚョ∠ぺ∠ヱ ヶあル⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥ろ∇ョｚゲ∠ェ 

∠る∠レΑ⌒ギ∠ヨ∇ャや ゅ∠ョ ∠リ∇Β∠よ ∩ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠わ∠よゅ∠ャ ゅ∠ヤ∠プ ⊥キゅ∠ダ⊥Α ゅ∠ワ⊥ギ∇Β∠タ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ 

⊥ノ∠ト∇ボ⊥Α ゅ∠ヰ⊥ワゅ∠ツ⌒ハ«  

(Ibrahim made Allah's House a Sacred Area and a safe refuge. I have made what  is between the 
two sides of Al-Madinah a Sacred Area. Therefore, its game should not  be hunted, and its t rees 
should not  be cut .) An-Nasa'i and Muslim also recorded this Hadith.  

There are several other Hadiths that  indicate that  Allah made Makkah a sacred area before He 
created the heavens and earth. The Two Sahihs recorded ` Abdullah bin ` Abbas saying that  the 
Messenger of Allah said,  



»ｚラ⌒ま や∠グ∠ワ ∠ギ∠ヤ∠ら∇ャや ⊥ヮ∠ョｚゲ∠ェ ⊥ぶや ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∠ペ∠ヤ∠カ ⌒れや∠ヲ∠ヨｚジャや 

∩∠チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや∠ヱ ∠ヲ⊥ヰ∠プ ∀ュや∠ゲ∠ェ ⌒る∠ョ∇ゲ⊥エ⌒よ ⌒ぶや ヴャ⌒ま ⌒ュヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや 

⊥ヮｚル⌒ま∠ヱ ∇ユ∠ャ ｚモ⌒エ∠Α ⊥メゅ∠わ⌒ボ∇ャや ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ∃ギ∠ェ∠ほ⌒ャ ヶ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ｚモ⌒エ∠Α ヶ⌒ャ 

ゅｚャ⌒ま ⇔る∠ハゅ∠シ ∇リ⌒ョ ∩∃ケゅ∠ヰ∠ル ∠ヲ⊥ヰ∠プ ∀ュや∠ゲ∠ェ ⌒よ⌒る∠ョ∇ゲ⊥エ ⌒ぶや ヴャ⌒ま 

⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ゅ∠ャ ⊥ギ∠ツ∇バ⊥Α ⊥ヮ⊥ミ∇ヲ∠セ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥ゲｚヘ∠レ⊥Α ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ∩⊥ロ⊥ギ∇Β∠タ 

⊥テ⌒ボ∠わ∇ヤ∠Α ⊥ヮ∠わ∠ト∠ボ⊥ャ ゅｚャ⌒ま ∇リ∠ョ ゅ∠ヰ∠プｚゲ∠ハ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ヴヤ∠わ∇ガ⊥Α ゅ∠ワゅ∠ヤ∠カ«  

� � � � � � �  � � � � � � � � � � � :   

»ゅ∠Α ∠メヲ⊥シ∠ケ ⌒ぶや :ゅ∂ャ⌒ま ∠ゲ⌒カ∇クみ∇ャや ⊥ヮｚル⌒み∠プ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒レ∇Β∠ボ⌒ャ ヲ⊥Β⊥ら⌒ャ∠ヱ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ゎ 

∠メゅ∠ボ∠プ:  

»ゅｚャ⌒ま ゲ⌒カ∇ク⌒み∇ャや«  

(Allah has made this city a sanctuary (sacred place) the Day He created the heavens and earth. 
Therefore, it  is a sanctuary unt il the Day of Resurrect ion because Allah made it  a sanctuary. It  
was not  legal for anyone to f ight  in it  before me, and it  was legal for me for a few hours of one 
day. Therefore, it  is a sanctuary unt il the Day of Resurrect ion, because Allah made it  a 
sanctuary. None is allowed to uproot  it s thorny shrubs, or to chase its game, or to pick up 
something that  has fallen, except  by a person who announces it  publicly, nor should any of it s 
t rees be cut .) Al-` Abbas said, ` O Messenger of Allah! Except  the lemon-grass, for our 
goldsmiths and for our graves. ' The Prophet  added, (Except  lemon-grass.)  

This is the wording of Muslim. The Two Sahihs also recorded Abu Hurayrah narrat ing a similar 
Hadith, while Al-Bukhari recorded a similar Hadith from Safiyyah bint  Shaybah who narrated it  
f rom the Prophet  .  

Abu Shurayh Al-` Adawi said that  he said to ` Amr bin Sa` id while he was sending armies to 
Makkah, "O Commander! Let  me narrate a Hadith that  the Messenger of Allah said the day that  
followed the victory of Makkah. My ears heard the Hadith, my heart  comprehended it ,  and my 
eyes saw the Prophet  when he said it .  He thanked Allah and praised him and then said,  



»ｚラ⌒ま ∠るｚム∠ョ ゅ∠ヰ∠ョｚゲ∠ェ ⊥ぶや ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇ョあゲ∠エ⊥Α ⊥サゅｚレャや ゅ∠ヤ∠プ ぁモ⌒エ∠Α 

∃¬ン⌒ゲ∇ョゅ⌒ャ ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ⌒ぶゅ⌒よ ⌒ュヲ∠Β∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒ゲ⌒カべ∇ャや ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒ヘ∇ジ∠Α ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ 

ゅ⇔ョ∠キ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ギ⌒ツ∇バ∠Α ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∇ラ⌒み∠プ∩⇔り∠ゲ∠イ∠セ ∀ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ∠ゾｚカ∠ゲ∠ゎ ⌒ボ⌒よ⌒メゅ∠わ 

⌒メヲ⊥シ∠ケ ヴヤダ⌒ヰヤャや ぶや ヮΒヤハ ユ∂ヤシヱ やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠プ :ｚラ⌒ま ∠ぶや 

∠ラ⌒ク∠ぺ ⌒ヮ⌒ャヲ⊥シ∠ゲ⌒ャ ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇ラ∠ク∇ほ∠Α ∩∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま∠ヱ ∠ラ⌒ク∠ぺ ヶ⌒ャ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ 

⇔る∠ハゅ∠シ ∇リ⌒ョ ∃ケゅ∠ヰ∠ル ∇ギ∠ホ∠ヱ ∇れ∠キゅ∠ハ ゅ∠ヰ⊥わ∠ョ∇ゲ⊥ェ ∠ュヲ∠Β∇ャや 

ゅ∠ヰ⌒わ∠ョ∇ゲ⊥エ∠ミ ⌒ザ∇ョ∠ほ∇ャゅ⌒よ ⌒ヒあヤ∠ら⊥Β∇ヤ∠プ ⊥ギ⌒ワゅｚゼャや ょ⌒もゅ∠ピ∇ャや«  

(Allah, not  the people, made Makkah a sanctuary, so any person who has belief in Allah and the 
Last  Day, should neither shed blood in it  nor should he cut  down its t rees. If  anybody argues 
that  f ight ing in it  is permissible on the basis that  Allah's Messenger fought  in Makkah, say to 
him, ` Allah allowed His Messenger and did not  allow you.' Allah allowed me only for a few 
hours on that  day (of the Conquest ), and today its sanct ity is valid as it  was before. So, those 
who are present  should inform those who are absent  (concerning this fact ).)  

Abu Shurayh was asked, ` What  did ` Amr reply' He said, (` Amr said) ` O Abu Shurayh! I know 
bet ter than you about  this, the Sacred House does not  give protect ion to a sinner, a murderer 
or a thief. ' This Hadith was collected by Al-Bukhari and Muslim.  

After this, there is no cont radict ion between the Hadiths that  stated that  Allah made Makkah a 
sanctuary when He created the heavens and earth and the Hadiths that  Ibrahim made it  a 
sanctuary, since Ibrahim conveyed Allah's decree that  Makkah is a sanctuary, before he built  
the House. Similarly, the Messenger of Allah was writ ten as the Final Prophet  when Adam was 
st il l clay. Yet , Ibrahim said,  

ぴゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∇ゑ∠バ∇よや∠ヱ ∇ユ⌒ヰΒ⌒プ ⇔Ιヲ⊥シ∠ケ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レあョび  

(Our Lord! Send amongst  them a Messenger of their own) (2: 129).  

Allah accepted Ibrahim's supplicat ion, although He had full knowledge beforehand that  it  will 
occur by His decree. To further elaborate on this subj ect , we should ment ion the Hadith about  
what  the Messenger of Allah said when he was asked, "O Messenger of Allah! Tell us about  how 
your prophethood started.'' He said,  



»⊥り∠ヲ∇ハ∠キ ヶ⌒よ∠ぺ ∩∠ユΒ⌒ワや∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∩⊥ュゅ∠ヤｚジャや ン∠ゲ∇ゼ⊥よ∠ヱ 

ヴ∠ジΒ⌒ハ ⌒リ∇よや ∩∠ユ∠Α∇ゲ∠ョ ∇れ∠ぺ∠ケ∠ヱ ヶあョ⊥ぺ ⊥ヮｚル∠ほ∠ミ ∠ァ∠ゲ∠カ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ 

∀ケヲ⊥ル ∇れ∠¬ゅ∠ッ∠ぺ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥ケヲ⊥ダ⊥ホ ュゅｚゼャや«  

(I am the supplicat ion of my father Ibrahim, the good news of Jesus, the son of Mary, and my 
mother saw a light  that  radiated from her which illuminated the cast les of Ash-Sham (Syria).)  

In this Hadith, the Companions asked the Messenger about  the beginning of his prophethood. 
We will explain this mat ter later, if  Allah wills 

Ibrahim invokes Allah to make Makkah an Area of Safety and 
Sustenance 

Allah said that  Ibrahim said,  

ぴあゆ∠ケ ∇モ∠バ∇ィや や∠グ⇒∠ワ や⇔ギ∠ヤ∠よ ゅ⇔レ⌒ョへび  

(My Lord, make this city (Makkah) a place of security) (2:126) from terror, so that  its people do 
not  suffer from fear. Allah accepted Ibrahim's supplicat ion. Allah said,  

ぴリ∠ョ∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ヤ∠カ∠キ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ⇔ゅレ⌒ョや∠¬び  

(Whosoever enters it ,  he at tains security) (3:97) and,  

ぴ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ∠ぺ ∇や∇ヱ∠ゲ∠Α ゅｚル∠ぺ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ ⇔ゅョ∠ゲ∠ェ ⇔ゅレ⌒ョや¬ ⊥ブｚト∠ガ∠わ⊥Α∠ヱ 

⊥サゅｚレャや ∇リ⌒ョ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ャ∇ヲ∠ェび  

(Have they not  seen that  We have made (Makkah) a secure sanctuary, while men are being 
snatched away from all around them) (29:67).  

We have already ment ioned the Hadiths that  prohibit  f ight ing in the Sacred Area. Muslim 
recorded that  Jabir said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ャ ぁモ⌒エ∠Α ∃ギ∠ェ∠ほ⌒ャ ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠モ⌒ヨ∇エ∠Α ∠るｚム∠ヨ⌒よ ゥゅ∠ヤあジャや«  

(No one is allowed to carry weapons in Makkah.) Allah ment ioned that  Ibrahim said,  



ぴあゆ∠ケ ∇モ∠バ∇ィや や∠グ⇒∠ワ や⇔ギ∠ヤ∠よ ゅ⇔レ⌒ョへび  

(My Lord, make this city (Makkah) a place of security) meaning, make this a safe city. This 
occurred before the Ka` bah was built .  Allah said in Surat  Ibrahim,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∠ホ∠メゅ ⊥ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま あゆ∠ケ ∇モ∠バ∇ィや や∠グ⇒∠ワ ∠ギ∠ヤ∠ら∇ャや ゅ⇔レ⌒ョへび  

(And (remember) when Ibrahim said, "My Lord! Make this city (Makkah) one of peace and 
security.. . '') (14:35) as here, Ibrahim supplicated a second t ime after the House was built  and 
its people lived around it , after Ishaq who was thirteen years Isma` il 's j unior was born. This is 
why at  the end of his supplicat ion, Ibrahim said here,  

ぴ⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ヮｚヤャ ン⌒グｚャや ∠ょ∠ワ∠ヱ ヴ⌒ャ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ゲ∠ら⌒ム∇ャや ∠モΒ⌒バ⇒∠ヨ∇シ⌒ま 

∠ペ⇒∠エ∇シ⌒ま∠ヱ ｚラ⌒ま ヴあよ∠ケ ⊥ノΒ⌒ヨ∠ジ∠ャ ⌒¬べ∠ハぁギャやび   

(All the praises and thanks be to Allah, Who has given me in old age Isma` il (Ishmael) and Ishaq 
(Isaac). Verily, my Lord is indeed the Hearer of invocat ions) (14:39).  

Allah said next ,  

ぴ∇ベ⊥コ∇ケや∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒れ∠ゲ∠ヨｚんャや ∇リ∠ョ ∠リ∠ョや∠¬ ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ 

∇ャや∠ヱ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Β ⌒ゲ⌒カｘΙや ∠メゅ∠ホ リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ⊥ヮ⊥バあわ∠ョ⊥ほ∠プ ⇔ΚΒ⌒ヤ∠ホ ｚユ⊥を 

⊥ロぁゲ∠ト∇ッ∠ぺ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ゆや∠グ∠ハ ⌒ケゅｚレャや ∠ザ∇ゃ⌒よ∠ヱ ⊥ゲΒ⌒ダ∠ヨ∇ャやび  

(". . .and provide its people with fruits, such of them as believe in Allah and the Last  Day.'' He 
(Allah) answered: "As for him who disbelieves, I shall leave him in contentment  for a while, 
then I shall compel him to the torment  of the Fire, and worst  indeed is that  dest inat ion! '')  

Ibn Jarir said that  Ubayy bin Ka` b commented on,  

ぴ∠メゅ∠ホ リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ⊥ヮ⊥バあわ∠ョ⊥ほ∠プ ⇔ΚΒ⌒ヤ∠ホ ｚユ⊥を ぁゲ∠ト∇ッ∠ぺ⊥ロ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま 

⌒ゆや∠グ∠ハ ⌒ケゅｚレャや ∠ザ∇ゃ⌒よ∠ヱ ⊥ゲΒ⌒ダ∠ヨ∇ャやび  

(He answered: "As for him who disbelieves, I shall leave him in contentment  for a while, then I 
shall compel him to the torment  of the Fire, and worst  indeed is that  dest inat ion! '') "These are 



Allah's Words (meaning not  Ibrahim's)'' This is also the Tafsir of Muj ahid and ` Ikrimah. 
Furthermore, Ibn Abi Hat im narrated that  Ibn ` Abbas commented on Allah's statement ,  

ぴあゆ∠ケ ∇モ∠バ∇ィや や∠グ⇒∠ワ や⇔ギ∠ヤ∠よ ゅ⇔レ⌒ョへ ∇ベ⊥コ∇ケや∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ∠リ⌒ョ 

⌒れ∠ゲ∠ヨｚんャや ∇リ∠ョ ∠リ∠ョや∠¬ ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ⌒よ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Β∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒ゲ⌒カｘΙやび  

(My Lord, make this city (Makkah) a place of security and provide its people with fruits, such of 
them as believe in Allah and the Last  Day.) "Ibrahim asked Allah to grant  sustenance for the 
believers only. However, Allah revealed, ` I will also provide for the disbelievers, j ust  as I shall 
provide for the believers. Would I create something and not  sustain and provide for I shall allow 
the disbelievers lit t le delight , and then force them to the torment  of the Fire, and what  an evil 
dest inat ion. '' Ibn ` Abbas then recited,  

ぴ６Κ⊥ミ ぁギ⌒ヨぁル ⌒¬Ι⊥ぽ⇒∠ワ ⌒¬Ι⊥ぽ⇒∠ワ∠ヱ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒¬べ∠ト∠ハ ∠マあよ∠ケ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ 

∠ラゅ∠ミ ⊥¬べ∠ト∠ハ ∠マあよ∠ケ や⇔ケヲ⊥ヌ∇エ∠ョび   

(On each these as well as those We bestow from the bount ies of your Lord. And the bount ies of 
your Lord can never be forbidden) (17:20).  

This was recorded by Ibn Marduwyah, who also recorded similar statements from ` Ikrimah and 
Muj ahid. Similarly, Allah said,  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ｚラ⌒ま ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ∠わ∇ヘ∠Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∠ゆ⌒グ∠ム∇ャや ∠Ι 
∠ラヲ⊥エ⌒ヤ∇ヘ⊥Α - ∀ノ⇒∠わ∠ョ ヴ⌒プ ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ｚユ⊥を ゅ∠レ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥バ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠ョ ｚユ⊥を 

⊥ユ⊥ヰ⊥ボΑ⌒グ⊥ル ∇ャや∠ゆや∠グ∠バ ∠ギΑ⌒ギｚゼャや ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ヘ∇ム∠Αび   

(Verily, those who invent  a lie against  Allah will never be successful.  (A brief) enj oyment  in this 
world! And then unto Us will be their return, then We shall make them taste the severest  
torment  because they used to disbelieve.) (10:69-70),  

ぴリ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ∠Κ∠プ ∠マル⊥ゴ∇エ∠Α ⊥ロ⊥ゲ∇ヘ⊥ミ ゅ∠レ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥バ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠ョ 

ユ⊥ヰ⊥ゃあら∠レ⊥レ∠プ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ヤ⌒ヨ∠ハ ｚラ⌒ま ∠ヮｚヤャや ∀ユΒ⌒ヤ∠ハ ⌒れや∠グ⌒よ ⌒ケヱ⊥ギぁダャや - 

∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥バあわ∠ヨ⊥ル ⇔ΚΒ⌒ヤ∠ホ ｚユ⊥を ∇ユ⊥ワぁゲ∠ト∇ツ∠ル ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∃ゆや∠グ∠ハ ∃ナΒ⌒ヤ∠ビび   



(And whoever disbelieves, let  not  his disbelief grieve you (O Muhammad ). To Us is their return, 
and We shall inform them what  they have done. Verily, Allah is the Knower of what  is in the 
breasts (of men). We let  them enj oy for a lit t le while, then in the end We shall oblige them to 
(enter) a great  torment .) (31:23-24) and,  

ぴ∠Ι∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ラ∠ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥ム∠Α ⊥サゅｚレャや ⇔るｚョ⊥ぺ ⇔り∠ギ⌒ェ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠イｚャ リ∠ヨ⌒ャ 

⊥ゲ⊥ヘ∇ム∠Α ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャゅ⌒よ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ゎヲ⊥Β⊥ら⌒ャ ⇔ゅヘ⊥ボ⊥シ リあョ ∃るｚツ⌒プ ∠ァ⌒ケゅ∠バ∠ョ∠ヱ 

ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ∠ヰ∇ヌ∠Α - ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ゎヲ⊥Β⊥ら⌒ャ∠ヱ ⇔ゅよ∠ヲ∇よ∠ぺ ⇔やケ⊥ゲ⊥シ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ 

∠ラヲ⊥ゃ⌒ムｚわ∠Α - ⇔ゅプ⊥ゲ∇カ⊥コ∠ヱ ラ⌒ま∠ヱ ぁモ⊥ミ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ∠ャゅｚヨ ⊥ノ⇒∠わ∠ョ ⌒りヲ∠Β∠エ∇ャや 

ゅ∠Β∇ルぁギャや ⊥り∠ゲ⌒カｘΙや∠ヱ ∠ギレ⌒ハ ∠マあよ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ボｚわ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ャび   

(And were it  not  that  mankind would have become of one community (all disbelievers desiring 
worldly life only), We would have provided for those who disbelieve in the Most  Gracious 
(Allah), silver roofs for their houses, and elevators whereby they ascend. And for their houses, 
doors (of silver), and thrones (of silver) on which they could recline. And adornments of gold. 
Yet  all this would have been nothing but  an enj oyment  of this world. And the Hereafter with 
your Lord is (only) for the Mut taqin (the pious).) (43:33-35). Allah said next ,  

ぴｚユ⊥を ⊥ロぁゲ∠ト∇ッ∠ぺ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ゆや∠グ∠ハ ⌒ケゅｚレャや ∠ザ∇ゃ⌒よ∠ヱ ⊥ゲΒ⌒ダ∠ヨ∇ャやび  

(Then I shall compel him to the torment  of the Fire, and worst  indeed is that  dest inat ion!) 
meaning, "After the delight  that  the disbeliever enj oyed in this life, I will make his dest inat ion 
torment  in the Fire, and what  an evil dest inat ion. '' This Ayah indicates that  Allah gives the 
disbelievers respite and then seizes them in a manner compat ible to His greatness and abilit y. 
This Ayah is similar to Allah's statement ,  

ぴリあΑ∠ほ∠ミ∠ヱ リあョ ∃る∠Α∇ゲ∠ホ ⊥ろ∇Β∠ヤ∇ョ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ ∠ヴ⌒ワ∠ヱ ∀る∠ヨ⌒ヤ⇒∠ニ ｚユ⊥を 

ゅ∠ヰ⊥ゎ∇グ∠カ∠ぺ ｚヴ∠ャ⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥ゲΒ⌒ダ∠ヨ∇ャやび   

(And many a township did I give respite while it  was given to wrongdoing. Then (in the end) I 
seized it  (with punishment). And to Me is the (f inal) return (of all)) (22:48).  

Also, the Two Sahihs recorded,  



»ゅ∠ャ ∠ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ⊥ゲ∠ら∇タ∠ぺ ヴヤ∠ハ ン⇔ク∠ぺ ⊥ヮ∠バ⌒ヨ∠シ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ぶや ∇ユ⊥ヰｚル⌒ま 

∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠バ∇イ∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ャ や⇔ギ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ヲ⊥ワ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ホ⊥コ∇ゲ∠Α ユ⌒ヰΒ⌒プゅ∠バ⊥Α∠ヱ«  

(No one is more pat ient  than Allah when hearing abuse. They at t ribute a son to Him, while He 
grants them sustenance and health.)  

The Sahih also recorded,  

»ｚラ⌒ま ∠ぶや ヶ⌒ヤ∇ヨ⊥Β∠ャ ⌒ユ⌒ャゅｚヌヤ⌒ャ ヴ∂わ∠ェ や∠ク⌒ま ⊥ロ∠グ∠カ∠ぺ ∇ユ∠ャ ヮ∇わ⌒ヤ∇ヘ⊥Α«  

(Allah gives respite to the unj ust  person, unt il when He seizes him; He never lets go of him.)  

He then recited Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∠マ⌒ャグ∠ミ∠ヱ ⊥グ∇カ∠ぺ ∠マあよ∠ケ や∠ク⌒ま ∠グ∠カ∠ぺ ン∠ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∠ヴ⌒ワ∠ヱ ∀る∠ヨ⌒ヤ⇒∠ニ ｚラ⌒ま 

⊥ロ∠グ∇カ∠ぺ ∀ユΒ⌒ャ∠ぺ ∀ギΑ⌒ギ∠セび   

(Such is the punishment  of your Lord when He punishes the (populat ion of) towns while they 
are doing wrong. Verily, His punishment  is painful (and) severe). (11:102) 

Building the Ka` bah and asking Allah to accept This Deed 

Allah said,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥ノ∠プ∇ゲ∠Α ⊥ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ∠ギ⌒ハや∠ヲ∠ボ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ⊥モΒ⌒バ⇒∠ヨ∇シ⌒ま∠ヱ 

ゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∇モｚら∠ボ∠ゎ べｚレ⌒ョ ∠マｚル⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ ⊥ノΒ⌒ヨｚジャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ヤ∠バ∇ャや - ゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ 

ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∇ィや∠ヱ ⌒リ∇Β∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジ⊥ョ ∠マ∠ャ リ⌒ョ∠ヱ べ∠レ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク ⇔るｚョ⊥ぺ ⇔る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジぁョ ∠マｚャ 

ゅ∠ル⌒ケ∠ぺ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∠ム⌒シゅ∠レ∠ョ ∇ょ⊥ゎ∠ヱ べ∠レ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠マｚル⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ ⊥ゆやｚヲｚわャや 

⊥ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャやび   

(And (remember) when Ibrahim (Abraham) and (his son) Isma` il (Ishmael) were raising the 
foundat ions of the House (the Ka` bah at  Makkah), (saying), "Our Lord! Accept  (this service) 
from us. Verily, You are the Hearer, the Knower. Our Lord! And make us submissive unto You 



and of our offspring a nat ion submissive unto You, and show us our Manasik and accept  our 
repentance. Truly, You are the One Who accepts repentance, the Most  Merciful. '')  

Allah said, "O Muhammad! Remind your people when Ibrahim and Isma` il built  the House and 
raised its foundat ions while saying,  

ぴゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∇モｚら∠ボ∠ゎ べｚレ⌒ョ ∠マｚル⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ ⊥ノΒ⌒ヨｚジャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ヤ∠バ∇ャやび  

(Our Lord! Accept  (this service) from us. Verily, You are the Hearer, the Knower. '')  

Al-Qurtubi ment ioned that  Ubayy and Ibn Mas̀ ud used to recite the Ayah this way,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥ノ∠プ∇ゲ∠Α ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま⊥ユΒ⌒ワ ∠ギ⌒ハや∠ヲ∠ボ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ⊥モΒ⌒バ⇒∠ヨ∇シ⌒ま∠ヱび  

� � � � � � � � � � � �   

ぴゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∇モｚら∠ボ∠ゎ べｚレ⌒ョ ∠マｚル⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ ⊥ノΒ⌒ヨｚジャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ヤ∠バ∇ャやび  

(And (remember) when Ibrahim and (his son) Isma` il were raising the foundat ions of the House 
(the Ka` bah at  Makkah), Saying, "Our Lord! Accept  (this service) from us. Verily, You are the 
Hearer, the Knower. '')  

What  further test if ies to this statement  (which adds ` saying' to the Ayah) by Ubayy and Ibn 
Mas̀ ud, is what  came afterwards,  

ぴゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∇ィや∠ヱ ⌒リ∇Β∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジ⊥ョ ∠マ∠ャ ⌒ョ∠ヱリ べ∠レ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク ⇔るｚョ⊥ぺ 

⇔る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジぁョ ∠マｚャび  

(Our Lord! And make us submissive unto You and of our offspring a nat ion submissive unto You).  

The Prophets Ibrahim and Isma` il were performing a good deed, yet  they asked Allah to accept  
this good deed from them. Ibn Abi Hat im narrated that  Wuhayb bin Al-Ward recited,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥ノ∠プ∇ゲ∠Α ⊥ユΒ⌒ワ∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ∠ギ⌒ハや∠ヲ∠ボ∇ャや ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ⊥モΒ⌒バ⇒∠ヨ∇シ⌒ま∠ヱ 

ゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∇モｚら∠ボ∠ゎ べｚレ⌒ョび  

(And (remember) when Ibrahim and (his son) Isma` il were raising the foundat ions of the House 
(the Ka` bah at  Makkah), (saying), "Our Lord! Accept  (this service) from us'') and cried and said, 
"O Khalil of Ar-Rahman! You raise the foundat ions of the House of Ar-Rahman (Allah), yet  you 



are afraid that  He will not  accept  it  from you'' This is the behavior of the sincere believers, 
whom Allah described in His statement ,  

ぴ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ゎ∇ぽ⊥Α べ∠ョ ∇やヲ∠ゎや¬び  

(And those who give that  which they give) (23:60) meaning, they give away voluntary charity, 
and perform the acts of worship yet ,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥よヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホｚヱ ∀る∠ヤ⌒ィ∠ヱび  

(with their hearts full of fear) (23: 60) afraid that  these good deeds might  not  be accepted of 
them. There is an authent ic Hadith narrated by ` A'ishah on this subj ect , which we will ment ion 
later, Allah willing.  

Al-Bukhari recorded that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "Prophet  Ibrahim took Isma` il and his mother and 
went  away with them unt il he reached the area of the House, where he left  them next  to a 
t ree above Zamzam in the upper area of the Masj id. During that  t ime, Isma` il's mother was st il l 
nursing him. Makkah was then uninhabited, and there was no water source in it .  Ibrahim left  
them there with a bag containing some dates and a water-skin containing water. Ibrahim then 
started to leave, and Isma` il 's mother followed him and said, ` O Ibrahim! To whom are you 
leaving us in this barren valley that  is not  inhabited' She repeated the quest ion several t imes 
and Ibrahim did not  reply. She asked, ` Has Allah commanded you to do this' He said, ` Yes. ' She 
said, ` I am sat isf ied that  Allah will never abandon us. ' Ibrahim left ,  and when he was far 
enough away where they could not  see him, close to Thaniyyah, he faced the House, raised his 
hands and supplicated,  

ぴべ∠レｚよｚケ ヴｚル⌒ま ⊥ろレ∠ム∇シ∠ぺ リ⌒ョ ヴ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク ∃キや∠ヲ⌒よ ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ビ ン⌒ク 

∃ネ∇ケ∠コ ∠ギレ⌒ハ ∠マ⌒わ∇Β∠よ ⌒ュｚゲ∠エ⊥ヨ∇ャやび  

(O our Lord! I have made some of my offspring to dwell in an uncult ivable valley by Your Sacred 
House (the Ka` bah at  Makkah)) unt il,   

ぴ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⊥ム∇ゼ∠Αび  

(Give thanks) (14:37). Isma` il 's mother then returned to her place, started drinking water from 
the water-skin and nursing Isma` il.  When the water was used up, she and her son became 
thirsty. She looked at  him, and he was suffering from thirst ;  she left ,  because she disliked 
seeing his face in that  condit ion. She found the nearest  mount ian to where she was, As-Safa, 
ascended it  and looked, in vain, hoping to see somebody. When she came down to the valley, 
she raised her garment  and ran, j ust  as a t ired person runs, unt il she reached the Al-Marwah 
mountain. In vain, she looked to see if  there was someone there. She ran to and fro (between 
the two mountains) seven t imes. '' Ibn ` Abbas said that  the Messenger of Allah said, "This is why 
the people make the t rip between As-Safa and Al-Marwah (during Haj j  and Umrah). ''  



"When she reached Al-Marwah, she heard a voice and said, ` Shush,' to herself . She t ried to hear 
the voice again and when she did, she said, ` I have heard you. Do you have relief ' She found 
the angel digging with his heel (or his wing) where Zamzam now exists, and the water gushed 
out . Isma` il 's mother was astonished and started digging, using her hand to t ransfer water to 
the water-skin. '' Ibn ` Abbas said that  the Prophet  then said, "May Allah grant  His mercy to the 
mother of Isma` il,  had she left  the water, (f low naturally without  her intervent ion), it  would 
have been f lowing on the surface of the earth. ''  

"Isma` il 's mother started drinking the water and her milk increased for her child. The angel 
(Gabriel) said to her, ` Do not  fear abandonment . There shall be a House for Allah built  here by 
this boy and his father. Allah does not  abandon His people. ' During that  t ime, the area of the 
House was raised above ground level and the f loods used to reach its right  and left  sides.  

Afterwards some people of the t ribe of Jurhum, passing through Kada', made camp at  the 
bot tom of the valley. They saw some birds, they were astonished, and said, ` Birds can only be 
found at  a place where there is water. We did not  not ice before that  this valley had water. ' 
They sent  a scout  or two who searched the area, found the water, and returned to inform them 
about  it .  Then they all went  to Isma` il 's mother,  next  to the water, and said, ` O Mother of 
Isma` il!  Will you allow us to be with you (or dwell with you)' She said, ` Yes. But  you will have 
no exclusive right  to the water here.' They said, ` We agree.''' Ibn ` Abbas said that  the Prophet  
said, "At  that  t ime, Isma` il 's mother liked to have human company.''  

"And thus they stayed there and sent  for their relat ives to j oin them. Later on, her boy reached 
the age of puberty and married a lady from them, for Isma` il learned Arabic from them, and 
they liked the way he was raised. Isma` il 's mother died after that .  

Then an idea occurred to Abraham to visit  his dependents. So he left  (to Makkah). When he 
arrived, he did not  f ind Isma` il,  so he asked his wife about  him. She said, ` He has gone out  
hunt ing. ' When he asked her about  their living condit ions, she complained to him that  they live 
in misery and poverty. Abraham said (to her), ` When your husband comes, convey my greet ing 
and tell him to change the threshold of his gate.' When Isma` il came, he sensed that  they had a 
visitor and asked his wife, ` Did we have a visitor' She said, ` Yes. An old man came to visit  us 
and asked me about  you, and I told him where you were. He also asked about  our condit ion, 
and I told him that  we live in hardship and poverty. ' Isma` il said, ` Did he ask you to do 
anything' She said, ` Yes. He asked me to convey his greet ing and that  you should change the 
threshold of your gate.' Isma` il said to her, ` He was my father and you are the threshold, so go 
to your family (i.e. you are divorced). ' So he divorced her and married another woman. Again 
Ibrahim thought  of visit ing his dependents whom he had left  (at  Makkah). Ibrahim came to 
Isma` il's house, but  did not  f ind Isma` il and asked his wife, ` Where is Isma` il ' Isma` il's wife 
replied, ` He has gone out  hunt ing. ' He asked her about  their condit ion, and she said that  they 
have a good life and praised Allah. Ibrahim asked, ` What  is your food and what  is your drink' 
She replied, ` Our food is meat  and our drink is water. ' He said, ` O Allah! Bless their meat  and 
their drink. ''' The Prophet  (Muhammad ) said, "They did not  have crops then, otherwise Ibrahim 
would have invoked Allah to bless that  too. Those who do not  live in Makkah cannot  bear eat ing 
a diet  only containing meat  and water. ''  

"Ibrahim said, ` When Isma` il comes back, convey my greet ing to him and ask him to keep the 
threshold of his gate. ' When Isma` il came back, he asked, ` Has anyone visited us. ' She said, 
` Yes. A good looking old man,' and she praised Ibrahim, ` And he asked me about  our livelihood 
and I told him that  we live in good condit ions. ' He asked, ` Did he ask you to convey any 
message' She said, ` Yes. He conveyed his greet ing to you and said that  you should keep the 
threshold of your gate. ' Isma` il said, ` That  was my father, and you are the threshold; he 
commanded me to keep you.'  



Ibrahim then came back visit ing and found Isma` il behind the Zamzam well,  next  to a t ree, 
mending his arrows. When he saw Ibrahim, he stood up and they greeted each other, j ust  as 
the father and son greet  each other. Ibrahim said, ` O Isma` il,  Your Lord has ordered me to do 
something.' He said, ` Obey your Lord. ' He asked Isma` il,  ` Will you help me' He said, ` Yes, I will 
help you.' Ibrahim said, ` Allah has commanded me to build a house for Him there, ' and he 
pointed to an area that  was above ground level. So, both of them rose and started to raise the 
foundat ions of the House. Abraham started building (the Ka` bah), while Isma` il cont inued 
handing him the stones. Both of them were saying, ` O our Lord ! Accept  (this service) from us, 
Verily, You are the Hearing, the Knowing.' (2.127). ''' Hence, they were building the House, part  
by part ,  going around it  and saying,  

ぴゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∇モｚら∠ボ∠ゎ べｚレ⌒ョ ∠マｚル⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ ⊥ノΒ⌒ヨｚジャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ヤ∠バ∇ャやび  

(Our Lord! Accept  (this service) from us. Verily, You are the Hearer, the Knower.)  

 

The Story of rebuilding the House by Quraysh before the Messenger 
of Allah was sent as Prophet 

In his Sirah, Muhammad bin Ishaq bin Yasar said, "When the Messenger of Allah reached thirty-
f ive years of age, the Quraysh gathered to rebuild the Ka` bah, this included covering it  with a 
roof. However, they were weary of demolishing it .  During that  t ime, the Ka` bah was barely 
above a man's shoulder, so they wanted to raise its height  and build a ceiling on top. Some 
people had stolen the Ka` bah's t reasure beforehand, which used to be in a well in the middle 
of the Ka` bah. The t reasure was later found with a man called, Duwayk, a freed servant  of 
Bani Mulayh bin ` Amr, from the t ribe of Khuza` ah. The Quraysh cut  off  his hand as punishment . 
Some people claimed that  those who actually stole the t reasure left  it  with Duwayk. 
Afterwards, the sea brought  a ship that  belonged to a Roman merchant  to the shores of 
Jeddah, where it  washed-up. So they collected the ship's wood to use it  for the Ka` bah's 
ceiling; a Copt ic carpenter in Makkah prepared what  they needed for the j ob. When they 
decided to begin the demolit ion process to rebuild the House, Abu Wahb bin ` Amr bin ` A'idh 
bin ` Abd bin ` Imran bin Makhzum took a stone from the Ka` bah; the stone slipped from his 
hand and went  back to where it  had been. He said, ` O people of Quraysh! Do not  spend on 
rebuilding the House, except  from what  was earned from pure sources. No money earned from 
a prost itute, usury or inj ust ice should be included.''' Ibn Ishaq commented here that  the people 
also at t ribute these words to Al-Walid bin Al-Mughirah bin ` Abdullah bin ` Amr bin Makhzum.  

Ibn Ishaq cont inued, "The Quraysh began to organize their efforts to rebuild the Ka` bah, each 
subt ribe taking the responsibilit y of rebuilding a designated part  of it .   

However, they were st il l weary about  bringing down the Ka` bah. Al-Walid bin Al-Mughirah said, 
` I will start  to bring it  down.' He held an ax and stood by the Ka` bah and said, ` O Allah! No 
harm is meant . O Allah! We only seek to do a good service. ' He then started to chop the House's 
stones. The people waited that  night  and said, ` We will wait  and see. If  something st rikes him, 
we will not  bring it  down and instead rebuid it  the way it  was. If  nothing happens to him, then 
Allah will have agreed to what  we are doing.' The next  morning, Al-Walid went  to work on the 
Ka` bah, and the people started bringing the Ka` bah down with him. When they reached the 
foundat ions that  Ibrahim built ,  they uncovered green stones that  were above each other, j ust  
like a pile of spears. '' Ibn Ishaq then said that  some people told him, "A man from Quraysh, who 
was helping rebuild the Ka` bah, placed the shovel between two of these stones to pull them 



up; when one of the stones was moved, all of Makkah shook, so they did not  dig up these 
stones. '' 

The Dispute regarding Who should place the Black Stone in Its Place 

Ibn Ishaq said, "The t ribes of Quraysh collected stones to rebuild the House, each t ribe 
collect ing on their own. They started rebuilding it ,  unt il the rebuilding of the Ka` bah reached 
the point  where the Black Stone was to be placed in it s designated site. A dispute erupted 
between the various t ribes of Quraysh, each seeking the honor of placing the Black Stone for 
their own t ribe. The dispute almost  led to violence between the leaders of Quraysh in the area 
of the Sacred House. Banu ` Abd Ad-Dar and Banu ` Adi bin Ka` b bin Lu'ay, gave their mutual 
pledge to f ight  unt il death. However, f ive or four days later, Abu Umayyah bin Al-Mughirah bin 
` Abdullah bin ` Amr bin Makhzum, the oldest  man from Quraysh then intervened at  the right  
moment . Abu Umayyah suggested that  Quraysh should appoint  the f irst  man to enter the House 
from its ent rance to be a mediator between them. They agreed.  

The Messenger - Muhammad - was the f irst  person to enter the House. When the various leaders 
of Quraysh realized who the f irst  one was, they all proclaimed, ` This is Al-Amin (the Honest  
one). We all accept  him; This is Muhammad.' When the Prophet  reached the area where the 
leaders were gathering and they informed him about  their dispute, he asked them to bring a 
garment  and place it  on the ground. He placed the Black Stone on it .  He then requested that  
each of the leaders of Quraysh hold the garment  from one side and all part icipate in lif t ing the 
Black Stone, moving it  to it s designated area. Next , the Prophet  carried the Black Stone by 
himself  and placed it  in its designated posit ion and built  around it .  The Quraysh used to call 
the Messenger of Allah ` Al-Amin' even before the revelat ion came to him.''  

 

Ibn Az-Zubayr rebuilds Al-Ka` bah the way the Prophet wished 

Ibn Ishaq said, "During the t ime of the Prophet  ,  the Ka` bah was eighteen cubits high and was 
covered with Egypt ian linen, and they with a st riped garment . Al-Haj j aj  bin Yusuf was the f irst  
person to cover it  with silk. '' The Ka` bah remained the same way the Quraysh rebuilt  it ,  unt il it  
was burned during the reign of ` Abdullah bin Az-Zubayr, after the year 6o H, at  the end of the 
reign of Yaz� 0d bin Mu` awiyah. During that  t ime, Ibn Az-Zubayr was besieged at  Makkah. When 
it  was burned, Ibn Az-Zubayr brought  the Ka` bah down and built  it  upon the foundat ions of 
Ibrahim, including the Hij r in it .  He also made an eastern door and a western door in the 
Ka` bah and placed them on ground level. He had heard his aunt  ` A'ishah, the Mother of the 
believers, narrate that  the Messenger of Allah had wished that . The Ka` bah remained like this 
throughout  his reign, unt il Al-Haj j aj  killed Ibn Az-Zubayr and then rebuilt  it  the way it  was 
before, by the order of ` Abdul-Malik bin Marwan.  

Muslim recorded that  ` Ata' said, "The House was burnt  during the reign of Yazid bin Mu` awiyah, 
when the people of Ash-Sham raided Makkah. Ibn Az-Zubayr did not  touch the House unt il the 
people came for Haj j ,  for he wanted to incite them against  the people of  Ash-Sham. He said to 
them, ` O people! Advise me regarding the Ka` bah, should we bring it  down and rebuild it ,  or 
j ust  repair the damage it  sustained' Ibn ` Abbas said, ` I have an opinion about  this. You should 
rebuild the House the way it  was when the people became Muslims. You should leave the 
stones that  existed when the people became Muslims and when the Prophet  was sent . ' Ibn Az-
Zubayr said, ` If  the house of one of them gets burned, he will not  be sat isf ied, unt il he rebuilds 
it .  How about  Allah's House I will invoke my Lord for three days and will then implement  what  I 
decide.' When the three days had passed, he decided to bring the Ka` bah down. The people 
hesitated to bring it  down, fearing that  the f irst  person to climb on the House would be st ruck 



down. A man went  on top of the House and threw some stones down, and when the people saw 
that  no harm touched him, they started doing the same. They brought  the House down to 
ground level. Ibn Az-Zubayr surrounded the site with curtains hanging from pillars, so that  the 
House would be covered, unt il the building was erect . Ibn Az-Zubayr then said, ` I heard 
` A'ishah say that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ャ∇ヲ∠ャ ｚラ∠ぺ ゅｚレャや∠サ ∀ゑΑ⌒ギ∠ェ ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ギ∇ヰ∠ハ ∩∃ゲ∇ヘ⊥ム⌒よ ∠ザ∇Β∠ャ∠ヱ 

ヵ⌒ギ∇レ⌒ハ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒る∠ボ∠ヘｚレャや ゅ∠ョ ヶ⌒レΑあヲ∠ボ⊥Α ヴヤ∠ハ ⌒ヮ⌒もゅ∠レ⌒よ ⊥ろ∇レ⊥ム∠ャ 

⊥ろ∇ヤ∠カ∇キ∠ぺ ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ゲ∇イ⌒エ∇ャや ∠る∠ジ∇ヨ∠カ ∩∃ネ⊥ケ∇ク∠ぺ ⊥ろ∇ヤ∠バ∠イ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ャ 

ゅ⇔よゅ∠よ ⊥モ⊥カ∇ギ∠Α ⊥サゅｚレャや ⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ゅ⇔よゅ∠よ∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ィ⊥ゲ∇ガ∠Α ヮ∇レ⌒ョ«  

(If  it  was not  for the fact  that  the people have recent ly abandoned disbelief, and that  I do not  
have enough money to spend on it ,  I would have included in the House f ive cubits from Al-Hij r 
and would have made a door for it  that  people could enter from, and another door that  they 
could exit  from.)  

Ibn Az-Zubayr said, ` I can spend on this j ob, and I do not  fear the people. ' So he added f ive 
cubits from the Hij r,  which looked like a rear part  for the House that  people could clearly see. 
He then built  the House and made it  eighteen cubits high. He thought  that  the House was st il l 
short  and added ten cubits in the front  and built  two doors in it ,  one as an ent rance and 
another as an exit .   

When Ibn Az-Zubayr was killed, Al-Haj j aj  wrote to ` Abdul-Malik bin Marwan asking him about  
the House and told him that  Ibn Az-Zubayr made a rear sect ion for the House. ` Abdul-Malik 
wrote back, ` We do not  agree with Ibn Az-Zubayr's act ions. As, for the Ka` bah's height , leave it  
as it  is. As for what  he added from the Hij r,  bring it  down, and build the House as it  was before 
and close the door. ' Therefore, Al-Haj j aj  brought  down the House and rebuilt  it  as it  was.'' In 
his Sunan, An-Nasa'i collected the Hadith of the Prophet  narrated from ` A'ishah, not  the whole 
story,  

The correct  Sunnah conformed to Ibn Az-Zubayr's act ions, because this was what  the Prophet  
wished he could do, but  feared that  the hearts of the people who recent ly became Muslim 
could not  bear rebuilding the House. This Sunnah was not  clear to ` Abdul-Malik bin Marwan. 
Hence, when ` Abdul-Malik realized that  ` A'ishah had narrated the Hadith of the Messenger of 
Allah on this subj ect , he said, "I wish we had left  it  as Ibn Az-Zubayr had made it . '' Muslim 
recorded that  ` Ubadydullah bin ` Ubayd said that  Al-Harith bin ` Abdullah came to ` Abdul-Malik 
bin Marwan during his reign. ` Abdul-Malik said, ` I did not  think that  Abu Khubayb (Ibn Az-
Zubayr) heard from ` A'ishah what  he said he heard from her. ' Al-Harith said, ` Yes he did. I 
heard the Hadith from her. ' ` Abdul-Malik said, ` You heard her say what ' He said, ` She said that  
the Messenger of Allah said,  



»ｚラ⌒ま ⌒マ∠ョ∇ヲ∠ホ やヱ⊥ゲ∠ダ∇ボ∠わ∇シや ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ラゅ∠Β∇レ⊥よ ⌒ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ゅ∠ャ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ 

⊥る∠をや∠ギ∠ェ ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠ハ ⌒ポ∇ゲあゼャゅ⌒よ ⊥れ∇ギ∠ハ∠ぺ ゅ∠ョ やヲ⊥ミ∠ゲ∠ゎ ∩⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ∇ラ⌒み∠プ 

や∠ギ∠よ ⌒マ⌒ョ∇ヲ∠ボ⌒ャ ∇リ⌒ョ ヵ⌒ギ∇バ∠よ ∇ラ∠ぺ ⊥ロヲ⊥レ∇ら∠Α ヶあヨ⊥ヤ∠ヰ∠プ ⊥ほ⌒ャ⌒マ∠Α⌒ケ ゅ∠ョ 

⊥ロヲ⊥ミ∠ゲ∠ゎ ヮ∇レ⌒ョ«  

(Your people rebuilt  the House smaller. Had it  not  been for the fact  that  your people are not  
far from the t ime of Shirk, I would add what  was left  outside of it .  If  your people afterwards 
think about  rebuilding it ,  let  me show you what  they left  out  of it .) He showed her around 
seven cubits. '  

One of the narrators of the Hadith, Al-Walid bin ` Ata',  added that  the Prophet  said,  

»⊥ろ∇ヤ∠バ∠イ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∠ャ ⌒リ∇Β∠よゅ∠よ ⌒リ∇Β∠ハヲ⊥ッ∇ヲ∠ョ ヶ⌒プ ⌒チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや :

ゅ６Β⌒ホ∇ゲ∠セ ∩ゅ６Β⌒よ∇ゲ∠ビ∠ヱ ∇モ∠ワ∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒ケギ∠ゎ ⌒ャ∠ユ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ⌒マ⊥ョヲ∠ホ 

やヲ⊥バ∠プ∠ケ ∨ゅ∠ヰ∠よゅ∠よ«  

� � � � � � � :  � � � � � � :  � � � .  � � � � � :   

»や⇔コぁゴ∠バ∠ゎ ∇ラ∠ぺ ゅ∠ャ ゅ∠ヰ∠ヤ⊥カ∇ギ∠Α ゅｚャ⌒ま ∇リ∠ョ ∩やヱ⊥キや∠ケ∠ぺ ∠ラゅ∠ム∠プ 

⊥モ⊥ィｚゲャや や∠ク⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ∠キや∠ケ∠ぺ ∇ラ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヰ∠ヤ⊥カ∇ギ∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ルヲ⊥ハ∠ギ∠Α ヶ⌒ボ∠ゎ∇ゲ∠Α 

ヴｚわ∠ェ や∠ク⌒ま ∠キゅ∠ミ ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠モ⊥カ∇ギ∠Α ⊥ロヲ⊥バ∠プ∠キ テ∠ボ∠ジ∠プ«  

(I would have made two doors for the House on ground level, one eastern and one western. Do 
you know why your people raised its door above ground level) She said, ` No.' He said, (To allow 
only those whom they wanted to enter it .  When a man whom they did not  wish to enter the 
House climbed to the level of the door, they would push him down)  

` Abdul-Malik then said, ` You heard ` A'ishah say this Hadith' He said, ` Yes.' ` Abdul-Malik said, 
` I wish I left  it  as it  was. ''  

 

An Ethiopian will destroy the Ka` bah just before the Last Hour 



The Two Sahihs recorded that  Abu Hurayrah said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»⊥ゆあゲ∠ガ⊥Α ∠る∠ら∇バ∠ム∇ャや ヱ⊥ク ⌒リ∇Β∠わ∠ボ∇Α∠ヲぁジャや ∠リ⌒ョ る∠ゼ∠ら∠エ∇ャや«  

(The Ka` bah will be dest royed by Dhus-Sawiqatayn (literally, a person with two lean legs) from 
Ethiopia.)  

Also, Ibn ` Abbas said that  the Prophet  said,  

»ヶあル∠ほ∠ミ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠キ∠ヲ∇シ∠ぺ ∠ア∠エ∇プ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヰ⊥バ∠ヤ∇ボ∠Α や⇔ゲ∠イ∠ェ や⇔ゲ∠イ∠ェ«  

(As if  I see him now: a black person with thin legs plucking the stones of the Ka` bah one after 
another.) Al-Bukhari recorded this Hadith.  

Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal recorded in his Musnad that  ` Abdullah bin ` Amr bin Al-` As said that  he 
heard the Messenger of Allah say,  

»⊥ゆあゲ∠ガ⊥Α ∠る∠ら∇バ∠ム∇ャや ヱ⊥ク ⌒リ∇Β∠わ∠ボ∇Α∠ヲぁジャや ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒る∠ゼ∠ら∠エ∇ャや 

ゅ∠ヰ⊥ら⊥ヤ∇ジ∠Α∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∠わ∠Β∇ヤ⌒ェ ゅ∠ワ⊥キあゲ∠イ⊥Α∠ヱ ∇リ⌒ョ ∠ヰ⌒ゎ∠ヲ∇ジ⌒ミ∩ゅ ヶあル∠ほ∠ム∠ャ∠ヱ 

⊥ゲ⊥ヌ∇ル∠ぺ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ∠ノ⌒ヤ∇Β∠タ⊥ぺ ∠ヱ ∠ネ⌒ギ∇Β∠プ⊥ぺ ⊥ゆ⌒ゲ∇ツ∠Α ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ 

⌒ヮ⌒ゎゅ∠エ∇ジ⌒ヨ⌒よ ヮ⌒ャ∠ヲ∇バ⌒ョ∠ヱ«  

(Dhus-Sawiqatayn from Ethiopia will dest roy the Ka` bah and will loot  it s adornments and cover. 
It  is as if  I see him now: bald, with thin legs st riking the Ka` bah with his ax.)  

This will occur after the appearance of Gog and Magog people. Al-Bukhari recorded that  Abu 
Sa` id Al-Khudri said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ｚリｚイ∠エ⊥Β∠ャ ⊥ろ∇Β∠ら∇ャや ｚラ∠ゲ∠ヨ∠わ∇バ⊥Β∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ギ∇バ∠よ ⌒ァヱ⊥ゲ⊥カ ∠ァヲ⊥ィ∇ほ∠Α 

ァヲ⊥ィ∇ほ∠ョ∠ヱ«  

(There will be Haj j  and ` Umrah to the House after the appearance of Gog and Magog people.) 

Al-Khalil's Supplication 

Allah said that  Ibrahim and Isma` il supplicated to Him,  



ぴゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∇ィや∠ヱ ⌒リ∇Β∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジ⊥ョ ∠マ∠ャ リ⌒ョ∠ヱ べ∠レ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク ⇔るｚョ⊥ぺ 

⇔る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジぁョ ｚャ∠マ ゅ∠ル⌒ケ∠ぺ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∠ム⌒シゅ∠レ∠ョ ∇ょ⊥ゎ∠ヱ べ∠レ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠マｚル⌒ま ∠ろル∠ぺ 

⊥ゆやｚヲｚわャや ⊥ユΒ⌒ェｚゲャやび   

(Our Lord! And make us submissive unto You and of our offspring a nat ion submissive unto You, 
and show us our Manasik, and accept  our repentance. Truly, You are the One Who accepts 
repentance, the Most  Merciful.)  

Ibn Jarir said, "They meant  by their supplicat ion, ` Make us submit  to Your command and 
obedience and not  associate anyone with You in obedience or worship. ''Also, ` Ikrimah 
commented on the Ayah,  

ぴゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∇ヤ∠バ∇ィや∠ヱゅ∠レ ⌒リ∇Β∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジ⊥ョ ∠マ∠ャび  

(Our Lord! And make us submissive unto You)  

"Allah said, ` I shall do that . '''  

ぴリ⌒ョ∠ヱ べ∠レ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク ⇔るｚョ⊥ぺ ⇔る∠ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジぁョ ∠マｚャび  

(And of our offspring a nat ion submissive unto You)  

Allah said, ` I shall do that . '"  

This supplicat ion by Ibrahim and Isma` il is similar to what  Allah informed us of about  His 
believing servants,  

ぴ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α ゅ∠レｚよ∠ケ ∇ょ∠ワ ゅ∠レ∠ャ ∇リ⌒ョ ゅ∠レ⌒ィ∠ヱ∇コ∠ぺ 

ゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒ｚΑあケ⊥ク∠ヱ ∠りｚゲ⊥ホ ∃リ⊥Β∇ハ∠ぺ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∇ィや∠ヱ ∠リΒ⌒ボｚわ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ャ ⇔ゅョゅ∠ョ⌒まび   

(And those who say: ` Our Lord! Bestow on us from our wives and our offspring the comfort  of 
our eyes, and make us leaders of the Mut taqin) (25:74).  

This type of supplicat ion is allowed, because loving to have offspring who worship Allah alone 
without  partners is a sign of complete love of Allah. This is why when Allah said to Ibrahim,  

ぴヴあル⌒ま ∠マ⊥ヤ⌒バ⇒∠ィ ⌒サゅｚレヤ⌒ャ ゅ⇔ョゅ∠ョ⌒まび  



(Verily, I am going to make you an Imam (a leader) for mankind (to follow you)) Ibrahim said,  

ぴリ⌒ョ∠ヱ ヴ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク ∠メゅ∠ホ ∠Ι ⊥メゅ∠レ∠Α ヵ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠ハ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ⇒ｚヌャやび  

("And of my offspring (to make leaders). '' (Allah) said, "My covenant  (prophethood) includes not  
the Zalimin (polytheists and wrongdoers)'') which is explained by,  

ぴヴ⌒レ∇ら⊥レ∇ィや∠ヱ ｚヴ⌒レ∠よ∠ヱ ラ∠ぺ ∠ギ⊥ら∇バｚル ∠ュゅ∠レ∇タｘΙやび  

(And keep me and my sons away from worshipping idols)  

Muslim narrated in his Sahih that  Abu Hurayrah said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»や∠ク⌒ま ∠れゅ∠ョ ⊥リ∇よや ∠ュ∠キへ ∠ノ∠ト∠ボ∇ルや ⊥ヮ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∠ハ ゅｚャ⌒ま ∇リ⌒ョ ∃ゐゅ∠ヤ∠を :

∃る∠ホ∠ギ∠タ ∃る∠Α⌒ケゅ∠ィ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∃ユ∇ヤ⌒ハ ⊥ノ∠ヘ∠わ∇レ⊥Α ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∃ギ∠ャ∠ヱ ∃ウ⌒ャゅ∠タ 

ヲ⊥ハ∇ギ∠Α ヮ∠ャ«  

(When the son of Adam dies, his deeds end except  for three deeds: an ongoing charity, a 
knowledge that  is being benefited from and a righteous son who supplicates (to Allah) for him.) 

The Meaning of Manasik 

Sa` id bin Mansur said that  ` At tab bin Bashir informed us from Khasif , f rom Muj ahid who said, 
"The Prophet  Ibrahim supplicated,  

ぴゅ∠ル⌒ケ∠ぺ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∠ム⌒シゅ∠レ∠ョび  

(and show us our Manasik) Jibril then came down, took him to the House and said, ` Raise its 
foundat ions. ' Ibrahim raised the House's foundat ions and completed the building. Jibril held 
Ibrahim's hand, led him to As-Safa and said, ` This is among the rituals of Allah. ' He then took 
him to Al-Marwah and said, ` And this is among the rituals of Allah. ' He then took him to Mina 
unt il when they reached the ` Aqabah, they found Iblis standing next  to a t ree. Jibril said, ` Say 
Takbir (Allah is the Great ) and throw (pebbles) at  him.' Ibrahim said the Takbir and threw 
(pebbles at ) Iblis. Iblis moved to the middle Jamrah, and when Jibril and Ibrahim passed by 
him, Jibril said to Ibrahim, ` Say Takbir and throw at  him.' Ibrahim threw at  him and said 
Takbir.  The devious Iblis sought  to add some evil acts to the rituals of Haj j ,  but  he was unable 
to succeed. Jibril took Ibrahim's hand and led him to Al-Mash` ar Al-Haram and ` Arafat  and said 
to him, ` Have you ` Arafta (known, learned) what  I showed you' thrice. Ibrahim said, ` Yes I 
did. ''' Similar statements were reported from Abu Mij laz and Qatadah. a  


